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INTRODUCTION

rt is a peculiar anomaly of canadian politicar life,
well illustrated by the following news st,ories. on page A2

of the rüinnipeg Free press, a story outrines the trade
barrier battre between New Brunswick and euebec. New

Brunswick erected iltough neT¡/ measures yesterday against
Quebec companies, products and workersrr.l The New Brunswick
g'overnment claimed that this move Ì¡/as a necessary
retaliati-on for euebec's continuing protectionist, policies.
rt was intended to be a lesson to convince euebec to rower
its barriers.

on the opposing page of the same newspaper, a smarl
articl-e referring to the parti euebecois manifesto states
that canadians can be assured that an independent euebec
woul-d not change the operation of the current economic

union.2 This is supposed to be a comforting thought.
rnterprovinciar barriers to trade and the canadi_an

economic union are not nev/ preoccupations in canadian
politics- since the r-930's when the Rowell-sirois Roya1

commission on Domi-nion-provincial Rerations was formed, to
the L992 charlottetown constitutionar Accord which suggested
entrenching the economic union in the constitution, barriers
to internal trade have been the focus of much discussion and

aChri= Morris, ,,N.8. \,r¡on't do business with euebecr,ginnipeg_Free press, Thursday, Apri1 22, j.gg3, A2.'rrMinimal- changet, lrlinnipeg Free pressr'Thursáay, Aprir 22,1993, A3.



controversy. However, there nov/ exist more interprovincial
trade barriers than at any other time Ín canadian history.
Both poriticaJ- scientists and politicians have entered into
the debate on this issue.

There is a weal-th of academic l-iterature that deals
with interprovincía1 barriers to trade and the canadian
economic uníon. Recently, these writings have been

borstered by the Royal commission on the Economic union and

Development prospects for canada, which published its report
in l-985. The commission generated numerous vorumes of
research studies which have added extensively to the
research on the subject to date.

The central issue in the debate over trade barriers
concerns the appropriate roles of the provi-ncial and federal
governments in the economy. This is not just a debate over
the necessity and rat j-onale f or government interventionr.
rather it addresses which levef of grovernment is better
suited to advance national- economic unity, and foster
nation-building goaIs.

rt is argued that provinciar governments, with
differing economies and consti-tuents, also have different
economic policy objectives. Therefore, they have a more

narror¡/ focus and are more inclined to institute poricies
based on parochial objectives, regardJ_ess of their effect
upon other provinces or the country as a whore. The

divergence of objectives is exacerbated by the regional
diversities which exist in canada and the rise of provincial



governments as advocates of regionaÌ interests. The resurt
has been relatively litt1e intergovernmental coordination or

harmonization of econornic policy-making. Today, there are a

plethora of regulatj-ons and polici-es which are duplicated at
both levels of government or which contradict one another.

The result is a de racto division of povrers which bears

1ittle resembrance to the formal stipurations in the

constitution.

At further issue in the controversy is the extent to
which internal non-tariff barriers affect Canadian economic

well-being. slower economic arowth and significant welfare
losses are the prices which canadians pay for provincial
actions.3 Moreover, it has been argued that these barriers
result

whole,

in al-locative inefficiencies in the country as a

and this irnpairs Canada's international
competitiveness. Regional specialization has taken

precedence over the concept of nationar comparative

advantage.

The other view is that, 11... the significance of
interprovincial barriers to trade in canada may have been

overprayed in recent pubric poricy debates.t4 Leaving aside

the difficulties involved in econometric carculations, there
appears to be little consensus on what constitutes

'significant/. The Macdonald commission Report highlighted
a'R.E. Haack, D.R. Hughes and R.G. Shapiro, The Splintered
Market: Barriers to Interprovincial Trade in Canadian
4qriculture (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company, i-981_) 60.oM.J. TrebiLock, et al, Federalism and the Canadian Economic
Union (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, L983) S4g-9.



the probl-ems with attaching a value to these costs. I.rÏhile a

totar inefficiency cost of 3"2 of cNp (if, in fact, this
calcuration is correct) may appear insignificant, it r...is
equivalent to the GDp of Newfoundland, not a trivíal sum.',5

rf the economic costs of interprovincial barriers to
trade are difficult to measure, then a problem arises with
calculating the political costs. Barriers erected in
retaliation, as in the case of New Brunswick above, serve
only to increase the conflict between provinces and further
i-solate provinces from one another. From both an economical

and a political view, it may be said that, r'lrlhile it is
hard to quantify the economic costs of such cutthroat
behaviour, it is equalry difficult to see any virtues in the
process. tt6

Examining the problem within a strict constj-tutional
framework, it is difficurt to understand the rise of
internal barriers to trade. Two sections of the
constitution Act, LB67 contai-n evidence that the Fathers of
confederation envisioned the nehr federal state as an

economic union in which economic poricies would be

harmonized and largely the donain of the federar government.

rhe enumerated pohrers of the federal government under sec.
91, appear to give the federal level_ the necessary tools to

sReport. Royar commission on the Economic union andDevelopment prospects for canada (ottawa: Minister for
Þuppfy and Services, L9B5) j-20.
"AlJ-1n Tupper, pubric Monev in the private sector (TheInstitute of Intergovernmeñtal Relations, queenrs
University, L98Z) 61.



carry out the functions of resource accumulation and

redistribution. rn addition, that canada shourd constitute
an economic union rr...hras a vitar component of the social
contract agreed to in 1-867.n7 rt was berieved that a strong

national government, with attendant strong powers, r¡ùas

required in the new federal system to roosen regional
attachments, and establish east-west economic integration
and national- political unity.

However, what occurred after Confederation was r... the

central government's inability to withstand strong pressures

for enrarged areas of provincial serf-assertion.rr8 rndeed,

it. has been noted, in comparison with the united states,
that the canadian federal- government has failed to exercise

its considerably more powerfur constitutional prerogatives

against province-building. 9

A serious consequence of the bal-kanization and

fragmentation of the canadian economic union has been the

inability of the country to develop a coherent, coordinated,

national industriar strategy. The years from rg74-94 have

been described âs, rr...an era of unprecedented rcompetitive

state-buildingt' and mutual frustration, as nehr policies
developed by one government, intentionally or not,
frustrated the purposes of new policies developed by

jHaack, et a1, 6l-.oEdwin R. Black and Alan c. cairns, "A Different perspective
on Canadian Federalismrr, in Canadian Federalism: Myth or
Reality, J. Peter Meekison, Ed., 2nd ed. (Toronto: Methuen,
1-97 L) 8s .9arexander snith, The commerce power in The united states
and Canada (Toronto: Butterworth I L963) 5.
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others.rtlo rt was exceedingry difficurt for any federar
government to gain the cooperation necessary to establ-ish a

nationar economic strategy. This has served to weaken east-
west integration of the economy, and. equally, political
integration. New poricy initiatives of the last five years,

such as the canada-united states Free Trade Agreement (FTA)

and the proposed North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

have further increased the decentralizing tendencies begun

earrier. The capacity of the federal government to react to
global economic imperatives is severely curtaired. rt is
difficurt to advance an industrial and trade poricy,
rr. . .rn/hen a common Canadian front is perforated by

independent provincial action.... r,11 And, as viewed by one

observer, national disintegration will resul_t because, rThe

weaker the canadian federal state becomes, the more

superfluous its few remaining functions will appear . . . .r,I2

over the last decade, provincial g'overnments of all
political stripes have focussed on the erinination of
interprovinciar barriers to trade. The federar government

has currentry announced the establishment of an rnternal
Trade secretariat, which has been assigned the task of

lOnichard Simeon and ran Robinson, State, Society, and the
Development of canadian Federarism (Toronto: university of
Tgronto Press, 1-990) 226.11Doug1as M. Brown, rrThe Evolving Role of the provinces in
canadian Trade Policy[, in canadian Federalisrn: Meetincr the
Globa1 Challenges?, Douglas M. Brown and Murray G. Smith,
eds. (Queen,s University, Kingston: Institute of
]¡rtergovernmental Relations, l-991) L07 .
'"Garth stevenson, rrcanadian Regionarism in continental
Perspectiverr, in Journal of Canadian Studies, 27



negotiating the elimination of all internal trade barriers.
The secretariat has been given a deadline of June 30, LggL,

less than one year awry. 13 lr7hat separates the current
excercise from past atternpts is the estabrishment of a

formal procedure within the secretariat. Howeverr âs the
example of Quebec and New Brunswick illustrates, poritical
expediency may be more important than economic necessity.
rt is a reality today that provinciar governments seeking

re-erection must be able to show their constituents that
they can 'get tough' with either the federar government or
other provinces when intergovernmentar confl-icts occur. The

job of the rnternal- Trade secretariat wirl- indeed be a large
one.

Thus, the subject of interprovincial barriers to trade
within the theoretic framework of nation-building versus

province-building has emerged as an important issue as

canadians prepare to face the economic challenges of an

ever-changing global climate.

chapter one of this thesis wirl exprore the concepts of
federal states, nation-building and province-building in
more depth. An examination of constitutional jurisdictions
and important constitutional chalrenges and decisions wirl
revear how the canadian economic union has evol-ved over the
years. rn addition to judiciar decisions, political
decisions will arso be reviewed for their impact upon our

l3John Dougras, ItMauro to tackle trade barriersr, Irlinniþecr
Free Press, August 7, L993, 43.



federal system and will serve to exprain the rise of
interprovincial trade barriers.

chapters Two and Three will present a more thorough

examination of two specific exampres of interprovincial
barriers to trade and their use. Agricurtural marketing

boards, discussed in chapter Two, pose a serious irnpediment

to trade between provinces, yet are an i-mportant component

of the agriculturar economy. currently, the operation of
suppry management boards is threatened by proposed changes

to the General- Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). rn

addition, certain provisions under the canada-united states
Free Trade Agreement (FTA) will make it more difficult for
the agricultural- management schemes to operate as they have

in the past. The challenge to Canada, therefore, is how to
retain the advantages of these supply boards, while at the
same time eliminating the disadvantages.

Transportation regulatory policy, specifically as it,
pertains to motor vehicle transport, r^rill be the focus of
chapter Three. unrike railways in canada, the reguration of
motor vehicle carriers has historicalry been the domain of
provinciar governments. Failure of the federal government

to assume responsibility for the regulation of
extraprovinciar trucking has created probrems for the

industryr âs provincial regulation impeded the movemenL of
carriers throughout the country. rn response to pressure

for regulatory reform, the federal response v/as to
deregurate certain aspects of the industry. However,



deregulation has created a neh¡ set of problems for motor

carriers.
Chapter Four will analyze the challenges whieh

currently face our economic union, âs globalization forces

nations to adjust to nev¡ economic realitj-es. The recession

of the 1980's and changes in world trade, resulting from

globalization, made the federal- government search for, and

implement, nehr policies to develop Canada's econornic

potential. The impact of these changes upon the nation-
building and province-building components of our federal-

system will be addressed. If Canada is to successfully meet

these challenges v¡ithout further economic and political
disintegration, internal harmonization of policy objectives
must be attained.

Finally, it. will be concluded that, both from a

political standpoint and an economic imperative, province-

buitding and further decentralization can only interfere
with the interests of a national economic and industrial
strategy. Canada must reconcile its national- objectives
with its competing regionaÌ interests and devise a conmon

front with which to address national economic development.

Strong federal government action is needed to resist the

decentralizing forces caused by internal poritical conflict
and external economic dependence.
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CHAPTER ONE:

THE FEDERAL PRINCIPLE AND CANADA

Federar government systems have been, and continue to
be, a fruitfur area of poritical scientific inquiry. The

very nature of a federation, whereby political authority is
shared between several jurisdictions, leads to speculation
about the balance of pov/er, cooperation, and conflict and

the problems which these factors may engender. The division
of po$rers has been called an essential feature of
federal-i=*.1 certainly, the wealth of information currentry
availabre on canadian federal-ism attests to this fact.

students of canadian politics are famiriar with the
pendulum analogy used to descrj-be periodic shifts in the
barance of poh¡er between the federal and provinciar
governments. The events which precipitated these shifts,
the conflicts which arose, and the flexibirity of the
constitution to accommodate these changes are subjects which

have been dealt with extensively.

During the !960's, greater demands from euebec for
provincía1 autonomy, in addition to a rise in the scope of
provinciar responsibilities, red to an increasing
conflictuar relationship between federal and provincial
governments. This time has been posited as a shift away

from a centrarization of the canadian federal system to

1a.V..Dicey, fntroduction to the Studv of the Law of the
Constitution, 1-Oth ed. (London: MacMi1lan, L96i) 151.
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increasing decentralization. In 1966, Edwin R. Black and

Alan C. Cairns coined the term ,province-building' to
describe the shift in the bal-ance of power and the events

which precipitated the shift.2 Their definition of
province-building has two components. The first is the
growth and importance of provincial economic activities as

represented in the scope and size of provincial budgets"

The second, and most important according to the authors, is
rr...the growth of influential provincial elites in politics,
administration, and resource-based industries who see the
province as the main arena for the pursuit of power.,r3

AccordingLy, as provincial elites undertake economic

pranning within the province, they resent and resist federal
economic interventions which may interfere with provinciar
goals. Since the phrase h/as first introduced, it has gained

currency with many other poriticar scientists who have

sought to understand the changes which the canadian

federation has undergone.

In an article published in L984, young, Faucher and

Blais criticized the concept of province-buirding on the
grounds that it is too general, its effect upon federalism

has been exagg'erated, and IastIy, that the concept ignores

the history of provincialism and in so doing, magnifies the

2ndri.t R. Black and Alan
on Canadian Federalismrr,
Yo1 IX (L966), 27-45.
'rbid., 9s.

Cairns, "A Different Perspective
Canadian PubIic Administration,

c.
in
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recent change.4 Despite the criticisms, the concept of
province-building has remained an enduring focus of
controversy in canadian federal-ism debate. As stevenson

notes, what separates the current period of decentrarization
from those previous is the number of fields of government

activity which are nov¡ shared by both Ievels of government.5

rn contrast with other federal- nations, canad.a is considered

one of the more decentralized.

The corollary of province-building is nation-building.
As the phrase implies, it describes the activities which a
government undertakes to-further a nationrs poritical and

economic objectives. Leslie has described three periods of
nation buitding in canadian history.6 The first nation-
building era in canada began in LB67 with the creation of
the ne\4r Dominion and the three-pronged poricy of western

settlement, the protective tariff, and the construction of a

natíonal raiJ-way system. The second nation-building era is
posited from 1-935 to a decade after the second ttorrd vùar.

Leslie states that the policies of this era r,. . .were a

response to the instability and inequities inherent in the

operation of a market economy . . . .rr7 Final1y, the third

4R.a. Young, Philippe Faucher, and Andre Blais, rThe concept
of Province-Building: A Critique", Canadian Journal of
Political Science, XVfI:4 (December Lgg4) 786.
@ rrThe oivision of powers'r, Division of
Powers and Public Policy, Richard Simeon, Research
Coordinator (Toronto: University of Toronto press, L9g5)
r_1-0.6Peter M. Lesrie, Federar state, nationar economy (Toronto:
Çniversity of Toronto Press, 1-?BT) 4-i-0./rbid., 5.
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period identified by Leslie began in the late 1-97O's and

continued into the early 1980's, with an emphasis on

development, and achieving a mature industrial structure.
However, the third era of nation-building v/as never

completed due to the intergovernmental and interregional
conflict which it generated.S

This chapter will examine the constitutional framework

of Canada's internal economic relations and trace the growth

and deveJ-opment of the current order as it relates to the

functioning of the Canadian economic union. Judicial
interpretation and political decision-making wirl provide a

frame of reference in the understanding of the development

of interprovincial barriers to trade. Various federal
systems theories wirl be discussed with specific reference

to the Canadian federation, includíng the bases for
confederation and the choice of a federat system as opposed

to a unitary state.

I. f nherent Conf l-icts in Federal- Systems

There are many reasons why emergent nations may choose

to take on a federal form over other alternatives, such as a

unitary system. These are polJ-tíca1, economic, militâEy,
social and/or geographic. politically, a federal system

refers to a single nation in which there exist two separate

and autonomous levels of government. However, among

8rbid. , B.
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federations there are many variations in form and practice.
K.C. Wheare refers to a federal principle which is:

. . . a method of dividing por¡¡ers so that
the general and regional_ g,overnments are
each, withiq a sphere, coord.inate and
independent. Y

For !{heare, the canadian constitution does not conform fulry
to the federal principle because the federal government has

certain pol¡/ers which curb the independence of the provincial
governments, such as the pov/er to disallow any provincial
legislation. Moreover, the federa] government appoints
provincial Lieutenant Governors and supreme court justices.
This is an important centralizínq toor since the supreme

court is the body which adjudicates the division of powers

as set out in the constitution. For these reasons, lvheare

states that canada is rr...quasi-federar in rawr,.1o However,

because the f ederal pov/er of disall_owance has fall_en into
disuse, and because the supreme court has decided for the
provinces as often as for the federal government in
jurisdictional disputes, it is more appropriate to state
that canada is rr...predominantry federal in practicerr.ll

A contrasting definition of federarism is provided by

v{.H. Riker. He crairns that a federal nation is essentiarly
comprised of

...a government of the federation and a
?et of governments of the member units,
in which both kinds of governments rule

'*t ". 
I{heare, Federar Government, 4th ed. (London: oxfordppiversity Press, 1,963) i-0.

iYrbid., 20.
"rbid. , 20 .
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over the same territory and people and
each kind has the authority to make somedecisions indeqerndently ot the other.
(emphasis mine) r

Depending upon the number of decisions each government may

exercise independently of the otherr âs outrined in the
constitutional division of po$/ers, a federation may be

described as either centralized or peripheralized. rn this
context, canada is described as a more centralized federal
state.

A further definition of federal-ism is offered by rvo
Duchacek, who states that a federar system is one in which

...potitical authority is territorially
divided between two autonomous sets oiseparate jurisdictions, one national andthe other provinciat, whiçþ both operatedirectly upon the people. ar

This description suggests the model of classical federalism
whereby pohrers are divided into water-tight compartments, no

overlap of authority occurs, and judiciar decisions
reinforce these divisions. lrrhile the canadian federation
followed this model at one tj-ne, it no longer applies in the
modern setting.

All three definitions incorporate the idea of
independence and autonomy between the two level_s of
government in a federal state. Too much authority at the
federal level renders a nation a unitary state, whiÌe too
littre authority at the national revel wourd resurt in a
12w.H. Riker, TSM: l-o Llac
{{oronto: Litt1e, Brown and Compan*"rvo D. Duchacek, -co*put.tit" F"d"i.ri=*r Th" T"rritorirlDimension of politics lNewWinston, Inc. , L97 O) J_92 .
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loose confederation of sovereign states. The ideal federal
state, therefore, woul-d appear to be one in which there is a

balance of these two extremes.

such a barance, while necessary, is difficult to
achieve because different and conflicting interests are

inherent in federal systems. For exampre, lrlheare suqqests

that there are valid reasons to form a singre nation, such

as defence, economic advantage, simirar political and social
backgrounds, and geographic proximity.L4 But there are also
factors which comper the sub-unj-t governments to remain

separate. These may include prior status as distinct
entities, divergence of economic interests, geographical

isolation of regions, differences of language, race and

religion, and dissimilarity of social institutions. 15

combined, these factors encourage both unity and diversity.
For these reasons, political change is an inherent

feature of federarisms. Duchacek bel-ieves that federal_

nations are ,unfinished, nations. That is, once the
nationar objectives for federarism have been met, the
original diversity which embodies conflicting interests wiII
remain. rrThe result is a compromise between two territorial
forces pulling in opposite directions: one toward national
unity...and the other toward diversity....r¡16 These forces
keep federalisms in flux and contribute to the wide

14l,Ih"rt" . 37 .
l?ruia . ,' 4o-2.aþDuchacek, Lg4.
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variations which may be found among them. These factors
also pose problems in neatly defining federal-ism.

usualry the division of powers between the two levels
of government in a federar state is formalry acknowredged in
the countryts constitution. But because of the dual
political authority inherent in political systerns this
division of por^/ers can be probrematic. some jurisdictional
areas are readiry classified as nationar objectives, such as

defence. other areas logicalJ-y farl to the state or
provincial leve1 of government, for example property and

civit rights or education. Many government responsibilities
however are nebulous, which may lead to overlapping or
blurring of boundary lines. Even where the powers have been

explicitly divided into watertight compartments, the wording

and intent are subject to judiciar interpretation and

adaptation to changing poritical and/or economic reaLities.
The constitutionar recognition of jurisdiction may not
reflect what is in fact the practice what Duchacek refers
to as the rrextraconstitutional realityrr.17 For example,

using Riker's definition, the united states is a ress

centrarízed federation than canada, according to the
constitutional- division of powers. while there have been no

major constitutional- amendments which would arter this Iegal
interpretationlS, Canada has, in practice, become

]]rnia., zz7.toThere has been debate in canada over the effect of the
L982 constitution Act on the federation. Because provinces
hrere granted further rights with respect to natural
resources, some argue that it had a decentralizing effect.
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increasingly more peripheralized and the U.S. has moved in a

more centralist direction. 19

Thus, federalisms defy a singular definition and may

display an infinite variety of practicabre balance of powers

regiardless of the stipulations in their f ormal

constitutions. changes in practice from constitutional
intent can lead to cornpetition and confrict between the two

levels of government. canada provides an instructive
example in this regard.

II. The Division of Powers in the Canadian Constitution
It is evi-dent that the framers of the Constitution Act,

1,867 intended Canada to be not only a political union, but

an economic union as wel-L, with the federar government

having the principre jurisdiction over trade and fiscal
matters. Within Sec. 9L, the federal government has the

full-er por¡rers of taxation, while the provinces are linited
to imposing only direct taxes. The federal government, by

virtue of Sec. 91,(2) | is solely granted the power over

regulation of trade and conmerce, monetary policy (Sec.

9l(L4) to (21) ), and powers in relation to customs and

excise (sec. 722) . Furthermore, in areas of concurrent
jurisdiction, such as agriculture and imrnigration (Sec. 94) ,

federal law has paramountcy. Finarly, the residual po!,¡er

However, it is also argued that the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, contained in the same act, is a centralizing
document.l9Robert C. Vipond, rrConstitutional- politics and the Legacy
of the Provinciat Rights Movement in Canadail, in Canadian
Journal- of Political Science XVIfI:2 (June 1985) 29O.
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contained in sec. 9l- gives the federaL government povrer to
enact laws f or the peace, ord.er and good grovernment of the
country.

The evidence that Canada v/as

market is contained in Sec. J_2L

L867 which states that

intended to be a conmon

of the Constitution Act,

All Articles of the Growth, prod.uce, orManufacture of any one of the provinces
shall, from and after the Union, beadmitted free into each of the other
Provinces.

sec. L2L was not only framed to elirninate tariffs which
existed at the time of confederation, but to prevent their
future imposition. currentry, this section is one of the
weakest safeguards of the economic union because there is no

provision for the free movement of services, labour and

capital in the country. rn addition, there is nothing in
the wordi-ng of sec. L2r to prevent the imposj_tion of
interprovincial non-tariff barriers to trade.20

Despite constitutionar provisions, the current rearity
in canada is that the provinces have become increasingry
involved in economic matters. rt can be argued whether in
fact canada constitutes an economic union.21 Although
20r.n. Flatters and R.G. Lipsey, common Ground for theCanadian Conmon Market (Montreãf:
$çsearch on Public polJ-cy, t-983) 9.
i*{gr purposes of clarity, the term economic union isdefined as one in which there are '...varyi"g dãg;"ãã ofharmonization of state economic policies in óraeí to removediscrimination arising from dispãrities in tnãså poii"i"r.,,J. Robert S. Prichard with ,¡amiè Benedickson, rrseäuring thecanadian economic union: federali-sm and intårnal uãirier=to traderr, t"d"r.ri=r .rd th9 

"..udi.. 
E"o.o.i" uriJr, 3-so,

M. J. TrebiJ-ock, et aI, eds. çforo Toronto
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prevented from erecting tariff barriers under sec. rzrl
provinces have undertaken reguratory activity which, in
effect, produces significant non-tariff barriers to
interprovinciar trade. As the economic por¡rer of the
provinces has grown, the poh¡er of the federar government to
elirninate interprovinciar non-tariff barriers and secure an

economic union has been eroded.

wheare refers to the federar government's jurisdiction
with respect to the regulation of trade and commerce as
tr...a wide grant of power'.22 But he further notes that it
has not been employed to its furlest extent; rather its
scope has been significantly narrowed.. rn a comparison of
the trade and commerce pov/er of the government of the u.s.
with that of Canada, Alexander Smith noted that

Congress has been abl_e to do so much
with so little; parliament has^been able
to do so little with so much.23

üIheare argues that federal- powers v/ere constricted by earry
constitutionar decisions rendered by the then highest court
of appeal, the Judiciar commj-ttee of the privy council_

(JcPc). rn cases where Dominion regulation of trade
interfered with provinciar commercial activity, the Jcpc

generally decided in favour of the provinces. rn this wây,

the federal- trade and commerce po$/er v/as reduced in scope,

Press I 1983) 7. Additionarry, the term ,common market' will
be used interchangeably with economic union in applicationto Canada.
? ?wn".r", r-3 o .zrAlexander srnith, The commerce power i-n canada and the
United States (Toronto: Butterworths, 1963) 4.
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while the provincial por¡/er over property and civil rights
was given increased statur..24 smith concurs with this view

of the JcPc. He argues that the problem was the tendency of
the justices to view legislation in the abstract and not in
the larger context.25 This narrov/ view prompted decisions
which protected provincial autonomy in the area of property
and civil rights.

Frederick vaughan asserts that it was the manner in
whÍch the Judicial committee approached jurisdictional
questions that effectively enlarged provi-nciaÌ authority at
the expense of federal powers. The justices would first
canvass the provisions of sec. 92 respecting provincial
jurisdiction. As vaughan argues: ,The BNA Act ¡sicl is so

drafted that if one rrgroes inrr by way of 92 one wilr rcome

outff on the side of g2.u26 rf the Jcpc had emproyed the
reverse method and util-ized sec. 91- in questioning

competency, there existed the possibirity that a majority of
provincial legisJ-ation coul-d be overridden by the peace,

order and good government clause a possibirity which the
justices sought to guard against.2T

The Parsons case is illustrative of the difficul-ties in
divided jurisdictions and the Jcpcrs penchant for protecting
provincial rights. The i-B8t--82 appeal to the JudicÍal
?1wn".r", 131-.j]snitrr, l-59.zbFrederick vaughan rrcritj-cs of the Judiciar committee ofthe Privy council: The New orthodoxy and an Alternative
Explanationrr, Canadian Journal of political Science,
fSept. Le86) 5l-6.¿trbíd,. , sL7.

XIX: 3
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Committee in Citizens Insurance Company v. parsons2S was the

first instance in which the federal- trade and commerce power

$/as in conflict with provincial jurisdiction over property

and civil rights. The action questioned whether or not

insurance and the issuing of poricies hras a rnatter falling
under the trade and commerce pov/er of the federar government

and therefore, uTtra vjres the legislative competence of the

ontario government. The suprerne court of canada had ruled
the legislation intra vires on the basis of a double aspect

ru1e.

This rule recognizes that a subject
which in one aspect and for one purpose
falls within federal authority, ilây, in
another aspect and for another pqrpose
falt within provincial authority.t"

Therefore, the Supreme Court ruled that the Ontario law

could co-exist with, and not confl-ict with, âtry existing
federal legislation. The judgment did not dininish the
power and authority of the federar government over trade and

conmerce.

The case was appealed to the JCPC, which upheld the

Supreme Court ruling. However, in its judgment, the JCPC

chose to comment on the scope of the two powers in order to
determine under whose purview rrcontractsrr should faII. In
commenting on property and civil rights the court found that

The words are sufficiently large to
embrace, in their fair and ordinary
meaningi, rights arising from contract
and such rights are not included in

]!1resL-s2) App. cas. s6.
"tNs cited in Smith, 37.
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express terms in any of theroenumerated
classes of subjects in S.9l_.

rn determining whether or not the ontario regislation
was in confrict with the provisions of s.gz, the Judiciar
committee noted that if the regulation of trade and commerce

I^ras intended to be taken in an unrimited sense, other items
pertaining to trade and commerce wourd not have been

specified individually in that same section. As snith
contends, it vras r... the invocation of the canon of
construction, expressío unius est excl-usio arteriusrr which
prevented the trade and commerce clause from receiving a

much broader interpretation.3l rn effect the Jcpc had

linited the trade and commerce pov/er of the federal
government to applications of general regulation of
international and interprovincial trade.

The residuar pov/er of the federal government in the
peace, order and good government clause was also
circumscribed by the Judicial committee in J-Bg6 with its
decision ín Locar prohibition.32 The case involved whether
or not a province courd legi-slate prohibition for districts
which v/ere not already legisrated under the federal
temperance Iaw. The JCpc ruted that the general power could
not be used to encroach upon any of the enumerated pohrers in
Sec. 92.

3ooecision delivered by Sir
John D. Whyte and Vüillj-am R.
Çgnstitutional Law (Toronto:
llsmith, !76.

Montague Smithr ês reproduced in
Lederman, Canadian

1n--------t
"Attorney General of Ontario
[1896] A.C. 348.

Butterworths , L97S) 93.

v. Attorney General, of Canada
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To attach. any other construction to the generalpov/er which, in supplement of its enuñeratedpoh/ers, is conferred upon the parl-i-ament of canadaby s.9l_, would, in their Lordships' opinion, not
onJ-y be contrary to the intendmen€ of the Act', butwoul-d praq!ica1Iy destroy the autonomy of theprovinces. ,,

Therefore, the supposed far-reaching pohrers of the federal
government under the trade and conmerce clause and the
residual crause T¡/ere severery liinited by the interpretation
of the Judicial Cornmitt,ee.

v[hiIe it is fai-r to credit earJ_y court decisions with
the provision of a constitutional basis for some measure of
decentrarization of the canadian economic union, they do not
offer a ful-I expJ-anation for the current state of affairs.
As Cairns argues,

rt is irnpossibre to berieve that a few erderly menin London deciding two or three consti-tutionalcases a year precipitated, sustained., and causedthe development of canada in a federaristdirection the country woul-d otherwise not havetaKen. - '

I'Iriting in l-963, smith claims that the supreme court of
canada, which replaced the JCpc as the final court of appeal
in L949, began to change direction with respect to
constitutional decisions. He contends that the supreme

court did not feel bound by the position taken by its
predecessor and showed itself to be more wiJ_ling to examine

]199"i=1on of Lord Watsonr âs cited in RusseII, 59.
ä-ìïä'í.3'ðriti"=,, ,ao nme

Essavs bv Alan_C. Cairns, Douglas A. Wiffiams,(Toronto: McClelland A Stewait Inc., j-9gg)
ed.
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jurisdictionar disputes in light. of simirar case l-aw from

other federal countries, such as the United States.3s

As a case in point he cites The Farm Products Iularketíng

Act Reference lL9s7l which is discussed in more detair in
chapter Two. The suprerne court v/as to determine whether

this ontario legi-slation h/as urtra vires the provincers
legislative authority. The Court ruling found the
legislation valid, but went further by setting rimits to
provincial activity in commercial marketj-ng and estabrishing
federal paramountcy in certain aspect,s of produce trade,
specifically interprovincial and internationar trade.
According to Russel-r, the justices applied the 'aspectsrl
doctríne to the regulation of trade and identified its
interprovincial and international aspectsr âs opposed to the
more narrof¡r view of the transaction as a contract and

therefore within the jurisdíction of the province=.36

The supreme court arso broadened the scope of the
residual poh¡er in Johannesson v. V,îest st. paul.37 In
deciding jurisdiction in the field of aeronautics, the
supreme court declared airports to be a,class of subject
which has attained such dimension as to affect the body

politic of the Dominion"38, and courd therefore faÌt under

the f ederar government's residual po$/er. This v¡as an

]lsrnitt,, z.
JþRrrssoll 16,6-7.
â?¡\seevr¿, 4v

::êe521 L s.c.R. 2e2.
'öAs cited in Martha F]etcher, ttJudicial Review and theDivision of Powers in canadarr, canadian Federalism: Mvth orRearity, J. Peter Meekison, ed. 2nd. ed. lroronto: laethuenPublications, L97L) L77
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important case because, âs Russerr notes, it v¡as the first
case which the supreme court heard after abolítion of the
JcPc as the final court of appear in canada and it indicated
a more expansive reading of the federal governmentrs
residuar por"r.39 But it remained the domain of the
government to assume its authority, which did not happen in
Canada.

TÏT.

using the pendulum anal-ogy of canadian federalism, the
post-war 1950, s v/as a time when the f ederal g,overnment

exerci-sed more povrer and the shift was towards greater
centralization as canada laid the foundation for post-war
economic growth. scholars of federarism noted the tendency,
not onry in canada but in other modern democratic sLates,
towards a stronger central- government. wheare notes that a

major factor in this trend v¡as the predominance of the
federal governments in the area of finance.40 provinces

were linited in their po\¡/ers of taxation and spending, and.

dependent upon the federar government for resources to fund
initiatives in provinciar areas of jurisdiction. The growth
of the wel-fare state, a burgeoning pubric education system,
and the advent of a modern economi-c order signalled an

increasing role for the central government. fndeed,
specuration at the time suggested that this trend would
continue and economic imperatives would ensure that a

2c¡
]lRusse11,158.
="Irlheare , 238.
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federal structure wourd be replaced by a de facto unitary
system, or at the least, a system firnly controlred by the
central government.4l

However, this did not occur in Canada. Rather,
provincial governments during the 1960's and 7o's grew j_n

size and increased the scope of their activity including
involvement in economic affairs. As noted before, state
growth hlas a common feature of industrialized democraci_es.

rn canada, hov/ever, it occurred. at the provincial lever as
wel-I. Provincial- economic activity r¡/as not limited to its
invol-vement in the growth of the welfare state, but extended
into areas such as industriàr policy formation and
internationat trade.

The post-r^/ar years witnessed a national economic growth
with a corresponding increase in the importance of policy
areas under provincial contror, such as health and post-
secondary education. Given the lirnited capacity of the
provinces to raise revenues, the federal government became

fiscally involved in these areas through tax-sharing
aqreements and through shared-cost programs. rncreasing
economic activity at both revels of government resul-ted in
greater interdependence and a need for intergovernmental
cooperation. shared.-cost programs were the harlmark of the
era of cooperative federal-ism as institutional arrangements
facilitated the adjustments required by the rise of the

4lgLack and Cairns, 93.
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hlelfare state. 42 fn the l-950's and 60, s, shared cost
programs incruded health care, welfare assistance, education
and housing, to name but a few of the coordinated policy
fierds. rn addition, the federal government attenpted to
deal with differences in regionar growth through tax-rental
and tax sharing agreements. Vühile most of these
arrang'ements allowed f ederal_ intervent j-on into areas of
exclusive provincial jurisdiction, the provinces acquired a
great deal of power as they had the responsibirity for
administering these programs. As a result, both their
adminístrative and financial- capabilities gr"r. 43

rn part, the increase in provinciar_ government economic
activity, and the subsequent intergovernmental_ conflict, r¡/as

fuelled by J-inguistic and culturar_ divisions. The euiet
Revolution in euebec marked the end of the province as an

agrarian' parochial society dominated sociarry by the
catholic church and economically by Angrophone businesses.
fnstead, the Lesage government was dedicated to intervention
in Quebec/s political and economi-c affairs so that French-
canadians courd become maitres chez nous. rntense economic
planning vras undertaken, including such measures as the
nationalization of Hydro-euebec and initiatives to enhance

Quebects secondary manufacturing sector. I¡rhire provincial
economic intervention hras encouraged, the euebec government

42Kenneth Norrie, Richard Simeon and MarkFederalism and the Economic Union in Cana
Krasnick,

l4riversity of Toronto press, 198 6) 2g}-9l
="S j-meon and Robinson , L52.

(Toronto:
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became increasingly opposed to federat incursions into
policy areas it felt v/ere the domain of the province. For

example, Quebec was vigorousry opposed to the canada pension

Plan, and eventually it \^ras given the choj-ce of opting-out
and allowed to set up its own scheme.

Not only v/ere cultural and ringuistic divisions on the
rise, but during the l-960, s it r^/as becoming apparent that
despite overall- growth in the 1-950's, regionar disparities
r,¡ere not abating. Uneven development hras further
exacerbated by varying provincial reriance on agricuJ_ture,

natural resources and secondary manufacturing. Long-

standing tensions arose between the resource-dependent

provinces in canada's periphery and the manufacturing

provinces in central canada. Provinces, frustrated by the

federal governmentrs inability to reduce regional
disparities, followed the lead of euebec and undertook

industrial policy initiatives of their ov/n. provinces

attempted to diversify their economies and protect their
areas of natural strength. As Cairns suggests, n...

province-building \¡/as predicated on a belief that citizens,
through their governments, could alter economic

circumstances.n44 As provincial governments became more

competent at managing their affairs and their bureaucracies

and budgets grew, their interests diverged with those of one

another and the federal government. cairns notes the
deveroprnent of intergovernmental confl-ict and rikened it to
A4l.bid,., 3oo.
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rr. . . a contest between big batt.alions with often opposed

plans for the societies and economies for whj,ch they hope to
play an enlarged steering role.n45

As the economic policies of the governments became more

interwoven and ínterdependent, issues of jurisdiction arose.

The management of intergovernmental conflict increasingly
took place at the executive level, in the form of First
Ministers meetings and federar-provincial conferences and

committees, incorporating premiers, ministers and

bureaucratic staff. snitey referred to this as executive

federalism which he defined as rr...the rerations between

elected and appointed officials of the two orders of
government in federal-provincial interactions....r,46 The

multitude of fora in which to negotiate federal-provincial
confrict has resul-ted in what was previously referred to as

the /extra-constitutional reality, whereby the political
practice is negotiated without reference to the formal

constitutionar division of powers. cairns argues that while
constitutional flexibility is important, responses to
conflict in Canada, outside the constitution, have

dirninished its validity and provoked increased competition

and conflict between governments as they move to occupy more

policy fields both within and outside of their

45Alan c. Cairns, rrThe other crisís of Canadian federalisil,,,
canadian Public Administration, VoI .22(z) summer Lg7g, 1-82.

Eighties, 3rd ed. (loronto: McGraw-Hi11 Ryerson, 1980) 91.
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jurisdictional competen.".47 Neir capran concurs with this
view. He suggests that

The expansion of the number and thescope of areas where governmental
activity has been coordinated andconflicts resolved by means of the newerpat,terns of rrcooperative federalismr mayvery weIl have reduced the 7itígious
resolution of federal_-proviñcial
disputes. It has not, howevei, broughtabout any major changes in the ¡aãic
competitivç^nature of federal-provincial
relãtion=. 48

The tendency for conflict is perhaps greater in First
Ministers/ conferences which are played out in the public
arena. As Dupre notes, the tendency is that ,...first
ministers have become prone to tark past each other from
their respective capitats, rather than with each other on

the basis of their policy interdepend.ence .r,49

Province-building has engendered interprovincial
competition and conflict as werl. Beggar-thy-neighbour
policies are undertaken uniraterally by provincial
governments inherentJ-y to protect local economic activities.
The tendency for these policies to rnurtiply across provinces
occurs because rr...each government views the conduct of the
other governments as threatening to its ot¡n pursuits.r5o
For example, Tupper notes that during the 1950's and 6o's,
f ]rni-a. , r-8e.+öNeil caplan, r'some Factors Affecting the Resolution of aFederal-Provincial conflict'r, canadian Journal of political
Fgience, Vol. ff , no. 2 (June j_969), l-86.=-J- stefan Dupre, tRefrections on the workability ofExecutive Federalismrr, rnterqovernmental Relationå, Ri-chardsimeon, Research coordinator lror@' oi
lgronto Press, l-985. l-5.eucairns, !g2.
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four provinces abandoned the concept of least cost
procurement in favour of promoting Iocal t oy at least
canadian, suppliers . currently, ho\trever, arr provinces

aggressivel-y utilize government procurement poricies which

favour locar supplier=.5l rt j-s notabl-e that in 1989 the
Irlestern Premiers signed an agreement to reduce barriers in
the form of government preferential purchasing practices.
However, the agreement has no application to crov¡n

corporations, hospitars, schooÌ boards, and municiparities
which form a significant cornponent of government

procurement. rn addition, âfly government can make a craim
for special circumstances, such as an economic recession,
and be exempt from the ag,reement. This suggests that whil_e

provinciar governments recognize the need for cooperative
action, they stilI retain sufficient contror to act in their
own best ínterests.

Moreover, while there are economic costs associ_ated

with these actíons, there are no political reasons to stop
the behaviour. Provinces erecting barriers to trade can

externalize the consequences of their actions so that it is
other provj-nces who will feel the effects. There is no

political accountability for the province which initiates
the action. The province experiencing the negative effects
of the policy may find electoral advantage in retaliating.
As Fl-atters and Lipsey argue, what i-s at work is the

'prisoner's dilemma, which suggests that
slTnpp"r, 34.
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:.. each of lnq two people makes
independent decisions that take theotherrs possible decisions into account
but both are led to an outcome that isinferior to the one they would reach ifthey co-Ão+)erated to make a joint
decision. "

As the trade v/ar cited in the rntroduction between Nev/

Brunswick and Quebec illustrates, the prisoner's diremma can

be more compelling than cooperation.

fV. Concl-usion

crearly, conflict resolution between the two levels of
government has moved beyond constitutional consj-derations,
and cooperation and executive federarism have replaced the
courts as the arbiters of jurisdictional boundary disputes.
stevenson argues that the result has been r...a de facto
division of pov/ers that singularly lacks the virtues of
1ogic, precision and predictability. rr53 In addition, there
has been a persistent tendency towards the weakening of
central government control over economic initiatives, which
often generate conflict, and a barkanization of the canadian
conmon market.

rn order to achieve economic and political ends,
provinces ernploy a large number of reguratory means. some

of these incrude preferentiar procurement practices,
1abel1ing regulation and dj-fferent product standards,
52r'.R- Flatters and R.G. Lipsey, common Ground for the
Canadian Common Market (Montreãf: ffi
þesearch on Public policy, L983) 47.-'Garth stevenson, rrThe Divj-sion of powersr, Division ofPowers and Publi-c poricy, Ri-chard simeon, Researcn-coordinator (Toronto: university of Toronto press, l_985)
73.
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agriculture marketing boards, liquor-buying practices,
transportation reguration, reguration of securities,
cornpetition policy, professionar certification, residence

requirements for workers, education policies, and.

communications regulatior,.54 Despit,e increased attention on

internal- barriers, they have not dininished.
Federarism in canada has moved beyond the classical

model of water-tight compartments and there are nov/ many

areas where jurisdiction overlaps, defying constítutionar
definition. while this is in part due to early judicial
decisions, it is arso a result of the diverse forces in
canada which existed at the tirne of confederation, and the
federal government's inability to contain the diversity.
when this diversity is also manifested in economic

objectives, other institutional arrang,ements become

necessary to attempt to coordinate the competing interests.
The fact that our constitution has survived for L26

years has led many observers to remark upon its flexibility
in defining the relations between the two levers of
government. However, internal barriers to trade have also

demonstrated a remarkabre resiliency to the provisions of
the constitution Act, L967. Notwithstanding the flexibility

54this l-ist is certainLy not exhaustive. see Judith Maxwerl
and carorine Pestieau, Economic Realities of contemporarv
confederation (Montreal: c.D. Howe Research rnstitute,
1-980) 88-9. For a more comprehensive risting, see Michael
J. Trebirock, et al, rrProvinciarJ-y induced bårriers to trade
in canadarr, in Federatism and The canadian Economic union,
Michael- J. Trebilock, et al, eds. (Toronto: univeisity ot
Toronto Press, L983) 324-5L.
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of the constitution Act, as stevenson notes twhatever the

actuar impact of such measures, their intent is incompatible

with any notion of federalism as well as with the best

interests of the consumer.¡t55

The folrowing chapters wirl examine two specific areas

of interprovincial barrj-ers to trade. The history of the

reguration of agricurtural marketing boards and motor

carrier transportation wilr highlight the difficurties of
divided jurisdiction. In addition, they provide a good

example of the inability of the federal- government to
reconcile provincial interests with its ohrn.

Ssearth Stevenson, Unful-fi1led Union,
Gage Publishing Company, 1,982) l-i-5.

Revised ed. (Toronto:
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CHAPTER TWO:

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING BOARDS

The regulation of agriculturar products through
marketing boards provi-des a good case study in the
discussion of interprovinciar barriers to trade because of
the importance of agricultural products in both domestic and

international trade, and. because of their high visibility.
over 5oz of all- farrn produce in canada is channel_led through
marketing boards. The prolíferation of marketi_ng boards
since the l-950's and their closer association with
provincial governments than with the federal- government has

l-ed to their use as a tool of provinciar economic poricy-
making and as an agent of discrj_minatory policy.

Agricultural marketing boards can be defined âs, 'A
compulsory horizontal marketing organization for prinary and
processed natural products operating under government

delegated authority.'1- They emproy a wide range of measures

to protect the local market from extra-provincial
cornpetition. These may incl-ude grading polj_cies, variable
standards and pricing poricies, ,buy rocal, policies, entry
restrictions and quota entitl_ement.

1Nor. silzer and Mark Krasnick, ,The Free Flow of Goods inthe canadian Economic unionrf, in perspectives on theCanadian Economic Union, Mark fraffi:university of Toronto press, l-986) r-6s. rniè is not sirzerand Krasnick's definition, but one they have synthesized.
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Jurisdiction over agriculturar marketing boards is
currently shared by both the federal and provincial
governments due to the fact that provinces have authority
over intraprovincial aspects of agriculturar products trade,
whire the federal- government has control over the
interprovincial and international trade of these prod.ucts.

rt is difficult to establish where intraprovinciar trade
stops and interprovincial trade begins. Therefore,
agricultural marketing boards epitomize the difficulty of
blurred jurisdictional- boundaries.

currently, there are over 1,2o marketing boards which

control the rnarketing of various products, such as honey,

sugar, pork, poultry, eggs, fruits, vegetables, to name a

few. rn addition, there are four national agencies which

coordinaËe the activities of provinciar boards in the areas

of chickens, e9gs, milk, and turkeys. The scope of these

boards varies, from prornotion and developrnent of the
product, to price-setting and supply management, but in
total these boards encompass alr aspects of the production

and marketing of agricultural products.

This chapter will- outline the jurisdictionar problems

encountered in the establishment of marketing boards,

including pertinent constitutional decisions and the ensuing
political compromises. Examples of the use of marketing
schemes to disrupt interprovincial trade frows will
highlight the need for reform. rt will be argued that the
national presence established in rgTz onry served to prevent
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internal trade wars, but in so doing furthered the

fragimentation of the agriculture market in canada. As such,

it sras a second-best sorution. rn addition, the operation

of supply management boards are currently under threat from

outside pressures in the form of the canada-united states
Free Trade Agreement and the continuing uruguay Round of the

GATT. These externar forces appear likery to precipitate
the demise of supply managed systems both at the provinciar
and national levels. rt will be argued that canadian

dornestic agricurtural production shourd not be the object of
provinciaJ- protectionism, but that a reguratory system, such

as supply management, is irnportant to the industry and a

national economic policy.

The primary focus of this chapter will_ be on supply

management boards, specificarry in the pourtry and dairy
sectors. These boards exhibit the most discriminatory
behaviour and they are the main focus of trade disputes

between canada and its trading partners. The canadian lVheat

Board will not be discussed because this agency is a crown

corporation and therefore is operated differently from other
provincial and federal boards.

f. The Problem of Divided Jurisdiction
Agriculture is an industry which is subject to the

vagaries of the market. since confederation, the fortunes
of agricultural producers have risen and falren in
accordance with instability in supply and demand of their
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products. The federal government, as early as the 1_g9ors,

became involved in the promotion of agriculturar expansion

through grants to encourage the production of more

competitive farm manufacture, as well as through educational

measures. The focus of these early policies r¡¡as trade
enhancement rather than the protection of producers.2

Producers themselves began to experiment with voluntary
cooperatives during the general recession of the 1g7ors as a
means to alleviate price-cost inequarities and to give them

greater control over the market. Thej-r success in this
regard v/as limited because the producers had littre
bargaining power on their ohrn. Non-participants v/ere abre

to exploit the benefits associated with the cooperatives

which meant there \Á/as Iittle incentive to join. As welr,
when the cooperatives decided to cut suppry in order to
increase prices, independent producers wourd serl their
products, thereby thwarting the intentions of the producer

organization. The weaknesses of voluntary organizations
r¡ì/ere graringly apparent and they had little positive effect
on product marketing.

British colurnbia fruit grohrers in particurar had

experimented with cooperative org'anizations for some tine
and recognized the need for a compulsory marketing

organization. The producers lobbied the provincial
government, and the Produce lûarketing Act, passed in J.gz7 l
2W.l¡. Drummond, W.J. Anderson and T.C. Kerr, A Review of
Acrricultural Po1icy in Canada (Agriculture Economics
Research Council of Canada, June 1966) 19.
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r^/as the result. British columbia became the first province

to establish a marketing scheme. A committee of Direction
was appointed with the por¡rer to regulate the marketing of
agricultural- produce, set prices, and provide an

equalization fund for producers based upon a corlected
r"rry.3 rn 1-931- the supreme court declared the legislation
ultra vires on the grounds that it affected interprovincial
trade and furthermore, that the revy constituted an indirect
tax which was outside the province's jurisdiction to
impose.4 rt appeared obvious that the enabling legislation
for the creation of an agriculture marketing board $/as the
purview of the federal government.

The Depression of the t_93Ors exacerbated the plight of
farmers and in light of the produce I'Iarketing Act decision,
producers pressured the federal government to enact the
necessary regisration for producer boards. rn 1-934, âs part
of the Bennett government's 'New Deal' package, the lÍatural
Products l[arketing Act vras passed. The Act created a

Dominion Marketing Board authorized to control al-r aspects

of marketing agriculturar productsr or should it, wish, to
deregate these pov/ers to locar boards. rn 1935 the

legisration hras referred to the supreme court by the newry

erected Liberar government of Mackenzie King. The prime

Minister was sensitive to provincial cr.iticism that much of
the 'Nev/ Deal' legislatj-on, incruding the marketing
3r¡ia.. 35. ¡'u*"on u. rnterior Tree Fruit and vegetabre commíttee ofDirection [],931-l S.c.R. 357.
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legisration, encroached on provincial jurisdiction. As

simeon and Robinson argue, the federal government referred
the legislation as it r¡/as committed to ernploying a strategy
of rrminimar federal activity" in order to preserve national
unity.5 The regislation was struck down by the supreme

court and their ruling r¡/as upheld in 1,937 by the privy
Council which ruled that

parliament cannot acquire jurisdiction
to deal in the sweeping v/ay in r¿hich
these enactments operate witlr such 1ocal
and provincial matters by legislating atthe same tirne respecting external andinterprovincial trade ãnd committincr
[both] to the same authority.6

The ability of the federal government to intervene in this
area was restricted by these decisions.

rn effect, the L927 and L937 decisions exhibited the
lirnitations on both levels of government to establish a

comprehens j-ve rnarketing scheme for producers. As peter
Russell states:

[These] cases also pointed to a possible
no man's Land where neither the Dominionnor the provinces eould findconstitutional- suppo4.t f or ef f ective
rnarketing legislation. /

subsequent to the Natura-2. products Marketíng Reference case,
provincial marketing boards Ì¡/ere established, but v/ere

lsi*"or"t and Robinson , 82.bReference re The NaLural products I'Iarketing Act
Duff C.J. as

[]_e361
reproduced

G, I

S.C.R. 398. Decision delivered by
in Whyte and Lederman, 354.
'Peter H. Russe]l, êd., Leadinq Co4th ed. (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, L987') l_19.
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linited to reguÌating intraprovinciar aspects of
agricultural- products marketing onIy.

rt was the conclusion of the Jcpc that the provinces

and the federal government should combine their respective
legislative authority in a cooperative effort to ensure that
a totality of regulation in agricultural products hras

achieved.S To this end in L949 the federal government

passed the AgricuTtural Products þIarketing Act (APMA) which

enabl-ed both levers of government to deJ_egate their povrers

over intraprovinciar and interprovincial- marketing to
existing marketing boards as a third party. The delegation
aspect of this legistation is notabl-e. Earry court
decisions had established that neither level of government

could delegate their jurisdictionar authority directry to
the other. what the APMA proposed hras the delegation of
legislative authority to a non-l-egisrative body marketing

boards. The validity of this exercise was upheld in Lgs2 by

the supreme court in P.E.r. potato Marketíng Board v. t{irris
which rured that delegation of authority to a third body was

consistent with the advice rendered by the Jcpc in Lg37 for
cooperative legisration.9 t{hil-e the APMA enabled both the
federal and provincial governments to avoid the problem of
split jurisdiction, it also served to convey a çtreater scope

8tbid., L21,. See also Grace Skogstad, The politics of
Aqricurturar Policv-naking in canada (Toronto: t¡niversity
çrf Toronto Press , L987 ) 95.9p.z.r. Potato aärketiig Board v. r¡rí7tis LLssz 2 s.c.R. 3g2ì
lL952l 4 D.L.R. L46. See judgrrnent of Rinfret, C.J., âs
reproduced in Vühyte and Lederman, 2Sg.
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of activity to the provincial boards, which could nor¡t

control all aspects of product trade, including
inÈerprovincial and foreign export.

There r,üas, however, a contínuing role for the federal
government. rn L957, ontario/s Farm Products Marketing Act
r¡ras ref erred to the supreme court by the federar
government.lo The province had enlarged its legistation to
invest greater control and pov/er to the central selling
boards. However, ontario had neither requested nor received

the delegation of authority as required under s. 2(L) of
the APMA so that it could regally broaden its legislative
authority. The court was asked to rule on several aspects

of the legisration, most notably it v/as to consider the

varidity of the Act on the assumption that its scope r^ras

intraprovincial trade only. on this basis, the legisration
Ì/ías rured intra vires. However, the supreme court in its
judginent set lirnits on the scope of provinciar authority
over trade and commerce. Specifíca11y, they set out ín
their judgment rr... the kind of activity which is inherently
extra-provincial. ''11 The court found that given the

interdependent nature of product marketing between its
internal and externar movements, neither revel could act
wholly on its own with respect to reguration. They added a

federal dimension to the marketing of agricurturar products

loR"f"t"nce re The Farm products rularketing Act 1L957l s.c.R.
l_98.llRussel-1, L66.
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which had been the de facto domain of the provinces since

the L937 judicial decision.

The f ederar government rå/as rel-uctant to exercise its
judicially specif ied authority and, the reason ltras

political. rn the L957 federal general election the

opposition conservatives captured 392 of the vote in
ontario, previousry a Liberal party stronghold, to win 6L of
the 85 seats. 12 The resul-t rtras a minority conservative
government for the first tirne since l-935 and the erection
vras won in ontario. shortry after the Lgs7 reference, the
f ederal- government, through J_egislation, delegated to
provinciaÌ boards the power to charge licencing fees.
Previous court rulings had viewed these revies as an

Índirect tax, and solety the authority of the federar
government. Now the provinciar boards could assess fees and

cover their administrative costs and the deregation of
po$/ers to provincial boards was complete.

The supreme court ruring had offered the federal
government the opportunity to occupy the field of
agriculture marketing with the provinces, and to take a read

rore in the interprovincial marketingr aspect. The poritical
crimate, hov¡ever, nilitated against the federar government

occupying its jurisdiction.

nhile the APMA did induce a cooperative atmosphere

among provinciar boards in the regutation of agricurtural
marketing, such cooperation v/as short 1ived. Marketing
l2sirneon and Robinson , L36.
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boards work in concert with provincial g'overnments and the

interests of the two groups are closely intertwined.
Governments seek to achieve or retain economic advantage and

producers wish to ensure themselves a good return. As the
provinces became more interventionist in economic affairs,
so too did they become more aggressive in the marketing of
agriculturar products. Drummond, Anderson and Kerr, writing
in L966, cautioned that coordination between provinces, and

not isolation, wourd rnilitate against '... the establishment

of high cost agriculture in canada based on regional serf-
sufficiency or other specious objectives."13 yet by the
early L970's it appeared that this is precisery what

happened.

The ,chicken and egg v/ars, of the early L97O's are a

potent example of the balkanization of canadian agriculture,
and of the extent to which marketing boards can be used to
erect interprovinciar trade barriers. The situation in LgTo

rfas a surplus of eggs and sagging prices. rn response to
this, the Quebec egg rnarketing board (FEDCO) set up a

marketing scheme to protect its producers. vühire all eggs

sold in Quebec were to be marketed through FEDco at the
higher price, Quebec retairers bought their suppries

directly from outside producers who \^rere not supply managed

and able to undercut FEDCO's prices. A price v¡ar soon

erupted among the provinces which had traditionalry suppried

Quebec markets, incÌuding Manitoba. unabre to settle the
l3Drummond, et aI, G6.
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dispute through cooperative means, Manitoba implemented

regurations similar to those of FEDco and submitted its
legislatj-on to the Manitoba court of Appear as a reference

case. The court found the regul-ations to be urtra vires - a

judgrnent that T¡ras l-ater upheld by the supreme court in
Attorney Generar ror Flanitoba v. t[anítoba Egg and pourtry

Assocíation.L4

rn ontario, a like situation arose with the marketing

of broil-er chickens. production quotas had been set by the
ontario Broirer chicken producers Marketing Board to
stabilize prices. Hotrever, euebec, whj-ch \Â/as not regulated

under a marketing scheme, exported its product to ontario at
a lower price than r¡/as set by the ontario Board. euebec

broiler chickens became an attractive commodity in ontario
markets, effectivery undermining the ontario Board's

objectives. A trade v/ar erupted as ontario attempted to
regulate against 'imported, chickens, through the

requirement of permits and stickers on irnported birds.
while the trade vrars began in euebec and ontario, they soon

moved to other provinces. As poultry and egg producers in
other provinces v/ere affected by the actj-ons in euebec and

ontario, they pressed their marketing boards to enact

parallel regulations. For example, in both British corurnbia

and Newfoundl-and, egg boards atternpted to limit the

importation of eggs by requiring that all out of province

eggs be labelled individualJ-y with their point of origin.
ra¡rctr1 s.c.R. 6Be¡ D.L.R. (3rd) L6s.
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These regulations were imrnediatery struck down as infringing
upon interprovinciar trade.15 The APMA was crearry
deficient in preventing provinces from acting to the
detrj-ment of other provinces.

ff. Federal fnvolvement

The proriferation of restrictive reguration and the
subsequent halting of the interprovincial movement of eggs

and poultry prornpted the involvernent of the federal
government. The government vras acting in response to
requests frorn the canadian Federation of Agriculture and
producers who $/ere injured parti-es in the trade v/ars. rn
March 197 o the qovernment introduced Bilr c-1_g7 ,r . . . to
create nationar marketi-ng agrencies and ensure a prominent
federal role and presence in agriculture.r,16 Due to
opposition, especiarly from cattre and hog producers, the
bill died on the order paper. when it, v/as reintroduced in
late L970, the federal government undertook a country-wide
t,our to hear presentations from provinciar governments and
producers. rn the course of these hearings, the federal
government 10st much of the larger role it originally
envisaged and the subsequent legislation, the Farm products

Marketing Agencies Act (FPMA), represented a compromise of
provincial and producer interests and those of the federal
government. According to Skogstad, the provincial
governments were adamant that provincial sharing and

]Jnaact,et aI 3o.roskogstad, gg.
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agreement v¡ere essential to the estabri_shment of f ederal_

marketing agencies, and the producers hrere on the side of
Èhe province=.\7 The nehr legislation, therefore, refrected
the concerns of the provincial governments and the producers
and left a relatively smalr rore for the federal government.

Under the FpM^, national agencies can only be

established at the request of a rnajority of producers and

under an agreement with provinciar giovernments. In
addition, the majority of directors of the nationar aqenci_es

and the National- Farm products Marketing council (NFpMc),

which oversees the agencies, must be primary producers.
Most importantfy, the size of nationar_ quotas and the
arrocation of these quotas to provincial boards are
determined, not by the federal government alone, but by
provincial governments and producers as werI. As skogstad
notes, rrThe very composition of the agency buirds in
interprovincial- confrict, providing as it does an

institutional basis for the articuration of provincial
interests.rrL3 The new legisration did succeed in preventing
the trade v¡ars of the magnitude described above, through
regulations pertaining to anti-dumping, surprus removal and
pricing, but it has also introduced a high degree of
provinciarisrn into the marketing of agriculturar products.
The result is that there is l-ittle movement of these suppry
managed products across provincial boundaries.

]]rui-a. , eo .
'orbid., 97.
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There are currentry four national agencies: the
canadian Egg Marketing Agency (CEMA), the canadian Turkey
Marketing Agency (crMA), the canadian chicken Marketing
Agency (ccMÀ,) and the canadian Broir-er Hatching Egg

Marketing Agency (CBHEMA). Dairy products are currentry
regulated under the aegis of the canadian Dairy commission,
a crown corporation. The national agencies set production
quotas for each province, and in turn, provincial boards
allot these to their producers. The quotas are determined
on both past and expected productiorr.19 rn addition,
penalties are assessed to any province which overproduces
its market share. The goal of quota allocation based upon

comparative advantage has been written into the FpMA but has
yet to be met.2o

The initial determination of global (national) quotas,
based on past production, and the arrocation of those shares
back to the province suggest that each provi-nce wirl receive
the market share it, has always had. The basis for
determining initial quotas v/as the reason v/hy Arberta has
not joined the ccMA. rt v/as a net irnporter of chicken and

had a limited production history. Joining the national
agency would have interfered with its plans for expansion in
the industry.2l

]geast production is car-cu]ated on the basis ofin the 5 years preceding the establishment of a
êgency.jlskogstad, 93.¿arbid., gs.

performance
nati-ona1
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once provincial quotas are set, they become very
difficult to change shourd circumstances warrant. The

criteria for realtocation of provincial quotas, a feature of
all national agencies, indicate a greater promotion of the
concept of provincial self-sufficiency. For example,

skogstad cites the example of two of the criteria under the
ccMÀ. They are: totar- market requirement within each

market area; and, proportion of market demand in the
province.22 rnevitably, if one province's market share is
increased, it is usuarly at the expense of another province.
This is because nationar aqencies are reluctant to increase
the global share and risk over-supply of the rnarket.23 Due

to these rigidities comparative advantage is difficurt to
attain.

Dissatisfaction with market shares has caused some

provinces to withdraw from the nationar agenciesr or to
disregard the allocatj-on from the national board. For
example, after British corumbia received an increase in its
market share of chicken to cover expected demand during
Expo, it reft the national ug"n"y.zA rn Lg9L, Manitoba was

fined for overproducing its market share, and accordj-ng to
the General Manager of the Manitoba chicken producers Board,

22tbid., 94. Haack et al found the same favouring ofprovincial self-sufficiency held true in realrocation ofqr4rket shares under CEMA . 22.¿Jrnterview with Kerry Dexter, GeneraJ_ Manager, Manitoba
Çþicken Producers goard, August 3, l_993.'=fnterview with Kerry Dexter.
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disregard of the national boardrs allocation by individuar
provinces is not arrr"orrorr.25

rn ontario quota allocations have not kept pace with
both consumer demand and an increase in popuration. As a
consequence, there is a shortage of chicken in the province

and retailers and restaurants have had to locate supplies in
other provinces and in the u.s.. Despite this, it is
unrikely that ontario wil-l see a corresponding increase in
its market share quota as the ccMA r... canrt terr one

province that another is more deserving of its market

share.n26 According to skogstad, the probJ-em is that the
national agencies have not been able to reconcile the
competing interests of provincial boards.27 National_

agencies have not contained interprovincial competition, and

in fact have served. to maintain the barriers. provincial_

agricurtural- barriers introduce costs into the country as a

whole. Thirsk has calcul-ated that the overall- welfare costs

associated with marketing boards are small. However, with
the movement to provinciar self-sufficiency, these costs are

compounded and approach significant proportions.2S

2sruia.
26ttonturÍo retailers cite system in shortage of chickens',
9lobe and Mail, Wednesday, March 21, j-989, 84.
!jSkogstad, 97.¿öwayne R. Thirsk, rrrnterprovincial Trade and the welfareEffects of Marketing Boardst, in perspectives on the
Canadian Economic Union, Mark XrasnicÈ, ea. lforonto:University of Toronto press, t9B6) 26.
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IIf . Threats From lrlithout

while the negative side of rnarketing boards are the
politically divisive rigidities and probl_ems of supply, they
have achieved significant goals. supply management boards
have been successful in ensuring market stabirity for
producers and relative price stability for consumers. But
the future of supply managed boards has been increasingly
undermined on several fronts over the rast five years.

The GATT panel ruJ-ing on ice cream and yoghurt of i_989

I^ras the f irst assault. under Article xr of the GATT, a

country may impose import restrictions for agricultural and

fisheries products where such restrictions are r. . .
necessary to the enforcement of governmental measures which
operate to restrict the quantities of like domestic product
permitted to be marketed or produced... ., suppry marketing
boards are exempted from other GATT trade rules through this
provision. rn 1998, canada added ice cream and yoghurt to
the rrnport control List as two products which are suppry
managed. Any itemized product under the List is protected
from imports by the imposition of quotas reflective of their
past import performance. The u.s. charrenged the ruling on

beharf of Pillsbury co., arguing that the import quotas for
ice cream and yoghurt could not be justified under Article
xf:2, and recommended their elimination. The canadian
position rÀras that these products qualif ied as r!li_ke

productsrrto nilk and therefore, were subject to suppry
management. The GATT panel rured against canada, stating
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that these s/ere not ttlike productsr and the restriction of
imports was not necessary for the enforcement of the supply
manag,ement program for mitk.29

The ruling is irnportant because irnport quotas are an

integral component of the suppry management system. rmports

of products such as ice cream and yoghurt may mean a

reduction in rocal production of the same products. For

exarnple, should domestic processors reduce their demand for
milk, then the domestic market share quotas and prices wil_l_

be affected. Furthermore, the ruring extends to other
supply managed sectors, such as poultry, which wilr be

unable to control the import of processed. products.

currentry, the i-ssue of import controls is at an

impasse with the sta]led cArr uruguay Round negotiations.
one of the major obstacles to agreement in this Round

remains agricultural subsidies. The goal is to improve

access to irnport markets and to reduce the distortions in
globaI agricultural trade caused by both direct and indirect
subsidies. supply manaqement boards, therefore, have been a

major focus of the tal-ks. of prirnary concern to producers

is the u.s. proposal to ,tariffy' all- agriculturar subsidies
as set forth in the draft agreement of December l-991_.

Basicalry, tariffication invorves transforning current non-

tariff barriers, such as import quotas, into rnonetary

tariffs. rmport quotas, for example, would be el-iminated
,oo-General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, canada - rmport
Restrictions on Ïce Cream and Yoohrlrt - Rannrt nf r¡lra Dan
(Septernber 27, 1,999) 30.
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and an import tariff on items currently under import control
would be implemented. Any volume of agricurture produce
courd be irnported into canada as long as forei-gn producers
are willing to pay the tariff. Moreover, these tariffs wirr
be reduced at least 362 by the year l.-ggg.

The u.s. tariffication proposar is not onry consistent
with liberalized trade goals, but it is also beneficiar to
u. s. producers seekj-ng access to canadian markets. The

National Farmers union (NFU) reported that, calcurating the
proposed tariffs for fl-uid mirk, a 4 ritre container of u.s.
milk woul-d be l-ess expensive than the same 4 l-itres of
canadian product.3o

canada had previously tabled its own proposar which
v¡ould have strengthened and cl-arified the wording of Article
xr, specifically in deterrnining r... the products erigib]_e
for import quota coverag,e in terms of those made, whotry or
mainly, from the fresh product under domestic supply
control. rr31 rf this proposar were to be accepted, the GATT

Paner ruÌing on ice cream and yoghurt would be nulrified.
The canadian proposal has found support from other GATT

signatories incruding Japan, south Korea, switzerrand,
Austria and Nordic countries. However, the cairns group32

30ttNewsletterrr, National Farmers union, vor . 22, No. r-o
{pecember 24, 1991_) .-*rrcanada Tables.proposal for strengthening and clarifying
GATT Article xr in support of suppry Managãment programsrl
$gvernnent.of canada News nelease, óttawa, uarch l- 4; 1990.--other cairns members include Austraria, New Zealand,Argentina and. Brazil, Together, the caj-rns group accountsfor approximately 2seo of world agriculturar traaã.
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of nations t L4 agricultural exporting countries of which
canada is a member, do not support strengthening suppry
controls as contained in the canadian proposar. The cairns
group was formed as a response to the cl-out of the EEc and

the u.s. in the negotiations, and their aim is to fuIly
liberalize all aspects of agriculture trade.33 Accordi_ngry,
canada's proposal for increased protection for suppry
management through Article xr is in contradiction to the
stance of the cairns group. Limited support for the
canadian position arso came from the EEc.34 rt is expected
that the canadian demands wil_r not be met as the cairns
Group, with the exception of Japan, has moved to the u.s.
position.35

while the uruguay Round is currently at an impasse,
there remai-ns an additionar threat to canadars supply
management boards. The Canada-U.S. FTA, while not
explicitly concerned with marketing boards36, has already
had serious repercussions for those boards. under the FTA

canada agreed to eliminate tariffs on the imports of
processed foods. Mel- clark, former deputy chief negotiator
33cood1oe, carol A. rGovernment rntervention in canadianAgricurturgtt, Agricul-ture canada, Agricurture and Trade
};ralysis Division , tgBB. 4.
_'-*:tclTT Backgroundert, a publication of the canadian BroilerHatching Egg Marketing agãncy, the canadian chi¿k;;Marketing Agency, canadian ngg Marketing Agency and the
çq1391"" rurkey Markering aseñcy, ocrobår iggrl 3.::rbid. , 3.rþunder the Agreement, canada agreed to a one-time j-ncrease
i-n its import quotas for poultti, turkey and eggs to ref rect
!h" supplernental quotas which hãve been altoca{,ãd over thelast 5.years, in al-l likerihood due to the srrortagås-ofdomestic supply.
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for canada at the GATT Tokyo Round, berieves that under the
FTA marketing boards wir-l disappear. For example, he
suggests that the ice crearn/yoghurt dispute $ras precipitated
by the FTA, as canad.a, ât the urging of the industry, praced
these items under inport control_ so they would not be
subject to tariff reductions. According to clark, the
qovernment did not represent the interests of supply managed

sectors when it agreed to remove tariffs on processed foods,
and that the government hras probabry ari/are that r. . .
prospects were remote of persuading GATT that restrictions
on imports of ice cream and yoghurt r^/ere 1ega1 .n37 fn
clarkt s assessrnent the government has traded av/ay suppry
management under the FTA and is atternpting to hide this fact
by blaming GATT.38 To date, clarkrs accusations have not
been corroborated. However, there is evidence which
suggests that the canadian government wourd l_ike to move

agriculture, particularly supply managed produce, in a more

market-oriented, deregulated direction, consistent with the
industry in the U.S.

rn 1989, then Agriculture Minister Don Mazankowski

released a working paper entitled rGrowing Together: A

vision for canada's Agri-Food policyr'. The paper inctuded
terms of reference, identifying problems in arl facets of
agriculture production including supply management, and

37lae1 
.Clark, Memorandum, ilMarketing Boards, fcecream/Yoghurt, and the u.s. lrlaiver and the FTA andpecember 14, 1989, 4.

'orbi_d., l_

GATTII ,
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these r¡rere the bases for policy conferences hel_d

subsequentry. The paper also outl-ined six principles for
action: irnproved market responsiveness; more exposure to
international markets; closer vertical coordination within
the marketing system; more transparent decision-making;

efficient and effective operation of nationar agencies; and

more frexibility in federar-provincial agreements. The

language of the policy has suggested to more than one reader

that the government is contemplating deregulation of the
agri-food industry, and that the aim is r. . .

rationalization, privatization, and trade riberalization. rr39

For example, more exposure to internatj-onar rnarkets, in
the case of suppry managed products, is consistent with the
elirnination of tariffs on processed foods. rn addition,
verticar coordination as mentioned in the third principle is
primarily an American concept. rn the u.s., vertical
integration is defined as corporate ownership in all aspects

of food production, including the l-j-ve product, the kilring
prant and the retail outret.40 This corporate concentration
reduces the cost and ensures the suppry of the product.

However, they are unregulated by marketing schemes and there
is no incentive to cut back on production when prices are
39s"" Proceedinqs. suppry Management. Growincr Together: ANation onf "rence. Adiculffi-canada,
1989. Presentation of Louis Bal_caen, Dairy Farmers of
Canada, L9-2L. Also, National Farmers Unj-on, .submission tothe sub-committee on Regulations and cornpetitiveness of the
House of commons standing comnittee on Financer, september
å8;tïi'ååu3o"n, ,,Hog farmers fear corporare rrend,,, rvinnipeq
Free Press, Monday, April 9, L99O, 24.
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poor. 4 1 In the U.S., corporate farms which are vertically
integrated have replaced the family farm concept and the

previous producer has become an employee of the corporation.

Finally, there has been a charge from the U.S. that
marketing boards lack transparent policy-rnaking contrary to
GATT provisions, a charge which the fourth principle seeks

to add.re==.A2 It appears that the federal government vision
for the agri-food industry is predicated not on

strengthenj-ng the industry, but on achieving a l-evel playing

field with the U.S. industry. One observer believes that
the federal government entered the FTA with the express

purpose of dismantling agricultural- marketing boards.

The whole purpose of the free trade agreement, in
my view, hras not to get free trade with the
Americans it !ì/as to accomplish something in
reducing the structural rigidities in the Canadian
economy that were started in the L97O, s by the
Liberal- government. The Mulroney government
coul-dn't accomplish this objective through
dornestic policies so it decÍded to force change
from the outside. . . Iand] free ,t-rade (was) one
important step in that direction.*'
Moreover, since tariffs on processed foods are being

phased out, food processors in Canada have begun to
challenge supply management systems and blame them for the

processors, lack of comparative advantage against U.S.
41lt is interesting to note that in the U.S. experience,
vertical integration has meant that corporate farms are less
responsive to the general market since they control both
çRpply and demand. See Redekop, 24.*"Larry Kusch, rrGrain trade not poised for changerr, lriinnipeg
Free Press, Monday, October 29, L99Ot 2I. The U.S. directed
Çþe conplaint specifically towards the Canadian Inlheat Board.+JRemarks of A1 Lyons, Professor of Agriculture Economics,
as cited in, Larry Kusch, rrEconornist ca1ls for end to supply
managementrr, I{innipeg Free Press, April Z, l-990, 24.
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processors. The cornplaint is that producers are receivÍng
too much money for their cost of production, and there is
pressure to reduce the producers, farm gate prices to make

it easier for processors to compete in a free trade
environmenL.44 Equally vocal, consumer groups place the

blame for high retail prices on the producers and the supply

management system which keeps prices artificially high.a5

There is evj-dence, however, which suggests that farm

gate prices have actually been falling and that the real_

increase in product comes at the processing and retair end

of production. Garth Coffin states that, since i_g8i-, the

price paid to producers for nilk has fallen líeo I the price
for eggs by 25eo ¡ and the f igure is 1,OZ for pou1try.46

Furthermore, he argues that processor gross margins are

equally to blame for the wholesale price differences between

Canada and the U.S., and that these differences existed

before supply management. And while the retail price for
poultry rose in l-988, producers v/ere paid l_ess than the cost

of production. T It may be that supply management boards

and the producers they protect have been unfairly used as

scapegoats for problems in the agri-food industry.
44Gt."" Skogstad, rrCanada: Conflicting Domestic Interests
in the MTNtr, Agricultural Trade: Domestic pressures and
International- Tensions, 39-60. Grace Skogstad and Andrew
Fenton Cooper, eds. (Ha1ifax: The Institute for Research on
fpblic Policy, 1-990) 5s.a)Proceedinqs. Supply Management. Presentati-on of Michele
M. Veeman, Department of Rura1 Economy, University of
A1berta. 38-40.a6fUia., Presentation of Garth Coffin, Macdonald CoIIege of
\'IcciII University, 8.47rbíd,., g.
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IV. Conclusion

Agricultural marketing boards were first introduced in
response to economic pressures which highlighted the

inequalities of the market for producers. Since that time,

supply management boards have benefitted both agricultural
producers and consumers. They have helped cushion producers

from cyclical downturns, írnpeded over and under prod.uction

to ensure a stable market, and they have kept produce prices

relatively stable. In theír 1-982 study, however, Forbes,

Hughes and warley found that of all the critj-cisms directed
at marketing boards,

...perhaps most damning of all, (is) that these
boards negate the very essence of Canada as a
common market by economic balkanization of. _the
country into a set of provincial sub-markets.48

The ideal of comparative advantage within Canada has been

lost, and provincial- self-sufficiency is ingrained in the

system.

The involvement of the federal government in LTTZ !,ras a

rather weak response to the problems of interprovincial
barriers in supply management. As Skogstad explains, it was

easy for the federal government to remove a larger role for
itself, âs supply management boards did not involve a large

expenditure of funds and producers h¡ere satisfied with the

arrangements.49 It was due to these factors that government

conflict over marketing boards takes the form of
interprovincial disputes.

f lrorUes, et aI, l-1-3 .49skogståa, st-2.
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There is no doubt that the current GATT Round and the
Free Trade Ag,reement wirr have significant impacts on the
operations of supply managed boards. whire the federar
government has currently adopted a position of strengthening
canada's system of supply management at the GATT, it is in
contradíction to the g'overnmentrs position of riberarized
free trade for the grain and meat sectors. And in light, of
the paucity of support for the canadian position at the
GATT, suppry management schemes face a rear threat. As one

presenter to the Agri-Food Conference stated:
!'Iere hre to abandon the system by neglect ordefault, ultimately we would alt be losers, âs wewould become captive to a market system that
ignores social- responsibititíes and is-completelyrrbottom-line driven. il This is ng! the Canadiañ
v/ay; it is not a desirable resutt.so
This sentiment is strong in canada where the idear of

the f amily farm hol-ds special status among a rnajority of
Canadian=.Sl Vühile this ideal may be more synbolic than

real, the canadian way can be set against the movement in
the u.s. toward corporate farms and verticar j_ntegration.

Agriculture marketing boards have achieved positive
results and they can play an important role in a managed

trade strategy. vtere the federal government to assume more

direct control, through the national agencies, and arlocate
globar quotas on the basis of comparative advantaqe, the
50Proceedings. sur¡pry Manaqement, presentation of Jackpçock, Scott,s Food Services, 30.
"rBarry vüiIson and peter rinkle, ,'rs AgricuÌture Different?
Another Round in the Battle Between Theory and practicer,
Agricurture Trade: Domestic pressures aná rnternationar
Tensions, 18
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more negative aspects of these boards would be nurlified.
lfhen the cost effectiveness of supply management systems is
considered, as opposed to direct g'overnment subsidies, there
is much to recommend their continued use as an agricultural
policy tool.
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CHAPTER THREE:

TRANSPORTATION REGULATORY POLICY

The regurati-on of the transportation industry, in
particular the motor carrier sectorl, will be examined as

the second case study of interprovincial barriers to trade.
thís industry shares some sinilarities with agricurtural
narketing boards in that the constitutional jurisdiction is
shared by the federal_ and provj-ncia1 l_eve1s. Like
agricultural rnarketing boards, reguratj-on of the motor

carrier industry is used by the provinces to erect
interprovincj-at barriers to trade. what separates the two

case studies, hor,vever, is that the federal government has

attempted to deal with the problems in the industry through

deregulation.

There has always been some degree of confusion
regarding jurisdictíon over the motor carrier industry.
This is due in part to the fact that a motor carrier
industry was not envisioned at the time of confederation,
but a national rail transportation system v/as. The federal_

government had sol-e jurisdiction over the east-west railway
system which v/as part of the national economic pran. with
the appearance of the trucking industry in the 1-930rs,

1rh" term motor carrier industry used herein witl refer totlrç inter-city, for-hire, freight sector only. As such,this chapter does not discuss either private carriers or
passenger transportatj_on.
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questions of jurisdiction arose. At the tirne, the federar
governrnent berieved that the industry's capacity for growth

was liinited and it, would not be a significant player in a

national transportation systern and as a nation-buirding
tool. A second, and related assumption was that trucking
wourd not be a major competitor of the raitways, especially
for long-haul traffic. Therefore, it was believed to be a
smaller, more localized industry, one which could be

regulated by the provinces.

It will be argued in this chapter that initially, the

federal- government was reluctant to assume jurisdictional

control over the motor carrier industry because of its
involvement in and preoccupation with rail transportation.
rn addition, the federal government failed to address the
question of jurisdictional authority over the industry.
lvhen the question of jurisdiction was settled by the courts,

the federal government had neither the wil1 nor the

expertise to assume its authority over the trucking
industry. The history of motor carrier transportation
regulation, including constitutional cases, will be

presented. By giving provinces regulatory control over the

industry with the introduction of the Motor Vehicle

Transport Act (MVTA) in L954, the federal government arrowed

the provinces to erect regulatory barriers.
It will be further argued that the federal government

failed to sol-ve the problems of interprovincial barriers in
the industry when it introduced deregulation of
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extraprovincial transportation in Lgg7. For the industry,
deregulation was not the soluti_on to the problems it had
long expressed. Rather, by examining the u.s. experience,
and evi-dence in canada to date, it wirl be shown that
deregulation has only introduced nev/ problerns into the
industry.

There are many valid reasons to regulate the
transportation industry. of primary importance is its role
as a public utility. As with marketing boards,
transportation has played and continues to pray a vital role
in the economic growth of canada, providing the necessary
infrastructure for the deveJ-opment, of other industriar
sectors- Given the geographic isoration of the nation, the
regulation of transportation

...can create a geographic distributionof o_pportunity f or economic arowthspread over a larger and more dlversegroup_of pqrticipants, thereby enhancingpluralism. r

Transportation poricy in canada has traditionarly
struck a balance between r...the dictates of public
necessity and the requírements of commercial_ enterprise.,,2
That is, a hearthy transportati-on system in canada has been

fundamental to the nation-building experience but at the
1paul-s. Dempsey, Irlirliam E. Thoms and sonja clapp,rrcanadian Transport Liberalization: planeå, rraiirå, Trucksand Buses Rolling Across the Great vthite ¡toithrr, in
Tfansportation Law Journal, Vol 19, 1990, g2.
'canada. Report of the Royar commission on Transportation,VoI. If (Ottawa: eueen's printer, 196 j-) 98.
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same time, transportation must serve other commercial
activities which operate in a cornpetiti_ve envi_ronment. up

until the late 1-97ors, the debate r¡/as not over whether or
not to regulate the motor carrier industry, but which level-
of governrnent should have the authority to do so.

The federal government had jurisdictional authority
over the building of a transcontinental rairway and

therefore had the authority to regurate the rairways. The

provinces, with jurisdiction over highways and, under
section 92 (1'o) of the consti-tution, over ,'r-ocar_

undertakingsrr believed that the reguJ-ation of the motor
carrier industry felr under provincial jurisdiction.
Pressure for the reguration of motor carrj_ers in the L92ots
and 3o's came from the industry itself which sought
stability from rrchaotic and cutthroat competitionr,4, which
characterized thÍs sector during the Depression.
Additíonal1y, the railways, which v/ere regulated, argued for
contror of the nev/ conpetition primarily to protect their
traffic share. fn 1932, the Duff Royal Commission

recommended that the trucking industry be regulated,
although it v/as the opinion of the commission that the
provinces, not the federal government, had the authority to
do so.S

4r.p. Nix and A.M. Clayton,
fnstitutions and practices,
JOttawa: Economic Council5rbid. , t-3.

Motor Carrier Regulation:
lüorking Paper No. E/I j_.

of Canada, t-9BO) 12.
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rn a937 the federal grovernment responded to the
robbying from the railway industry and introduced
legislation to establish a federal board of commissioners

with the pohrers to oversee all- transportation operations,
including those of motor carriers. According to schultz,
provincial opposition combined with opposition from the
industry led to the shelving of the Iegislation.6 The

trucking industry !r/as r¡¡ary of the federar governmentrs

intentions and in the breach, provincial governments

regulated the motor carrier industry.
Despite repeated attempts, such as a recommendation

from the Rowell-sirois Royar commission, to involve the
federal government in coordinating all- areas of the
transportation industry, it was not untir a constitutional
challenge in 1'954 that the extent of its jurisdiction was

estabrished. At the heart of the jurisdictional uncertainty
was whether or not provinces, with authority over highways,
could al-so cl-aim authority to regulate vehicles moving

interprovincially over those highways.

rt 'nras a passenger bus rine which provoked the
constitutionar charlenge in Winner v. s.tq.T. (Eastern) Ltd.
and A.G. of canada.T Mr. vüinnerr ân American citizen,
operated a passenger bus service between Maine and Harifax,
with a route through New Brunswick. The New Brunswick
6nichard ,¡. schultz, Federarism, Bureaucracy, and public

e yorrtrcs of Highway Transportation RequlaMontreal: The f nstitute of publ_ic Adm
anada, 1-980) L4.
[1e5]_l s.c.R. 887.
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government atternpted to curtail- Winner's commercial activity
within the province under iEs lrotor carrier Act. Mr. !ùinner
possessed a license to traver through the province, but he

hras not allov¡ed to pick up and discharge passeng,ers within
New Brunswick. rn l-gsi-, the supreme court ruled that the
New Brunswick legisration $/as ultra vires. The

constitutional basis for the decision was s. gz(Lo) of the
constitution Act of 1,967 which prohibits provincial control
over rf...undertakings connecting the province with any other
or others of the provinces, or extending beyond the linits
of the province....tt8 The decision had profound

consequences for all- the players, but none more so than the
provinces which had been regulating trucking since the
l-930's. ontario, Alberta, prince Edward rsland and New

Brunswick combined to appeal the decision to the Jcpc

because of the irnplications for provinciar control over

motor vehicre operatio.=.9 The Judicial committee not onJ_y

upherd the decision of the supreme court but it further
ruled that the federal government had sole jurisdiction over

intraprovincial- operations when a company b/as also engaged

in interprovincial- undertakings. As the privy council
pronounced:

No doubt the taking up and setting down
of passengers journeying whoÌIy within
the provi-nce could be severed irorn the
rest of Mr. Vtinnerts undertaking, but so
to treat the questions is not to ask isthere an undertaking and does it form a

3t ttgur.l s.c.R. BB7, üühyte and Lederman, 478.-Schu1tz, 15.
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connexion [sic] with other countries orother provinces, but can you emasculatethe actual undertaking ana yet leave itthe same undertaking or só divide itthat part of it, can be regarded. asinter-provincial and the othei part asprovinðiat. 1o

The JcPc had clearry defined the federar governmentrs
jurisdiction in motor carrier transportation. However,

neíther the federat g'overnment nor the provincial
governments r¡rere prepared for the courtrs decision: the
federal government because it had no regutatory system in
prace; and the provinces because their regulation of
extraprovinciar- activity in motor vehicr-e transportati_on was

declared invalid.
The federal government's response to the reguÌatory

lacuna l-eft by the court decision rÁ/as to enact the Motor
vehicre Transport Act (MVTA) in J-gsl. The legislation
delegated reguratory control for interprovincial- traffic to
provincial transport boards by allowing thern to

. . . issue a licence to a person upon thel-ike terms and conditions and -in thelike manner as if the extra-provincial
undertaking operated in- -the province
hrere a locãt uñdertaking.11

This mirrors the situation which arose with respect to
marketing boards and the delegation of federal pov/ers over
interprovinciar trade under the APMA. The delegation of
federar authority to provinciar transport boards v/as upheld

10¡rssal À.c. s4Lt Decision
Wlryte and Lederman, A}O-L.
"section 3(2) of the MVTA,
l_65.

Lord Porterr âS reproduced in
cited in Silzer and Krasnick,

of

AS
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as valíd by the supreme court in coughrin.Lz The court
ruled that, specifical-1y, the power of the ontario Highway
Transport Board derived from parriament and that the matter
of such delegation had been previously settled ín wírri".13

vùhile the question over jurisdiction of motor vehicre
transport had been decided in the judiciar arena, it
appeared that the responsibirity was unwanted by the federal
government. The justification for abrogating its
responsibility T¡/as simply that the federal government did
not have the expertise to reguJ_ate the motor vehicle
industry, but the provinces did because they had been doing
so for year=.14 unfortunately, the question of jurisdiction
in the political arena v/as not settled with the passage of
the MVTA.

The MVTA was a windfarl for the provinces as they r¡/ere

handed an important reguratory tool, virtually free from
federal- interference. The motor carrier industry v/as

experiencing substantiar growth in the l_950's due to the
cornpletion of the Transcanada Highway and the rail strike of
l-950 which r'. . . opened. the door for the expansion of long-
haur trucking that might otherwise have taken years to
accomplisþ. rr15 The provinces had jurisdictional competence

L_zcoughl-in v. ontario Highway Transport Board Ii-968] s.c.R.569.l3oecision of cartwright, c.J. r âs reproduced in whyte and
{,çderman , 266.
i=Schultz, i_6.--H.!. Purdy, Ttur=port 

"o*p"titior 
.rd prbfi" pori"y i.Canada (Vancouver: University o ss,te72) 31.
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to regulate such matters as entry and. ri-cencing of
intraprovincial carriers, rate setting, and vehicre weights
and dimensions. To this they could now add determination of
entry and issuance of operating authorities for
interprovinciar carriers a control_ which courd be used to
protect locarly-based trucking companies and to ensure that
rocal routes were maintained. This control was significant
as by L957, trucking's share of the total freight tonnage
carried in Canada had grown to 45.72.a6

rn the same year that the MVTA v/as passed, provincial
premiers convened a conference with the purpose of
coordinating provincial regulations. The 1,gs4 conference
established the canadian conference of Motor Transport
Administrators (ccMTA) which meets on a yearÌy basis. The
mandate of the ccMTA at the ti-me of its formation was to
ensure uniformity and compatibility of regulations among al1
provinces and territories, with an ur-tinate goal of
elirninating all- barriers to i-nterprovincial transport in
canada.17 Despite the formation of the ccMTA, there hras

littIe coordination of regulations among the provinces. The
lack of uniforrnity of technical regulations including
weights and dirnensions and safety standards created problems
for the industry. variations exi-sted among provinces and

lls"nuttr, 17 .r/rnterview with Doug Mitcherr, chairman of the canadianconference of Motor Transport Administrators, December 22,l_989.
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this meant that interprovincial carriers v/ere restricted by

the lowest conmon denominator existing in one province.
Perhaps more onerous from the industryrs point of view

T¡/ere the econornic regulations concerning ricencing and

entry. rn order to operate in a province, interprovincial
motor carriers had to obtain an operating authority from
that province. Truckers embarking on long haul operations

had to apply to each autonomousprovincial motor transport board for a
number of authorities or l_icences when
he wished to move between provinces andultimately the scope of his authority
depended on the least authority thaLr^/as given- to hin by an individual
province. to

The combined resul-t of variations in provincial_ regulations,
both technical and. economic, h¡as to make rnotor carrier firms
less efficient than they rnight otherwise have been.19

rt is important to note that whire arl provinces have

motor transport boards, there is a significant variety in
the functions of these boards. Most of the regulatory
controls overseen by the boads are concerned with the power

to grant licences, the pov/er to contror operations, and the
pohrer to control rates.20 provincial boards, in close

18À1"*.r.der c. phirlips, ,Air, Rair and Motor TransportDereguration in canada and its rmplications for negionaÌ
Economic Developrnentr, July IggT , 4.t-F.E- coLlins, êt â1., Review of Transborder TruckingMarkets, Project Report prepared for rne tutinister otTransport's Task Force on Trucking rssues. Montrear: D.p.,
April 15, L99L. 42.zuNix and clayton, 30. As the authors note, this is anoversimplificãt,ion of the reguratory po\Â¡ers, since inpractice an extensive variation of tnãse powers iscontrolled by individual provinces.
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association $/ith provincial Ministries, wield substantial
authority in deterrnining both entry i_nto the industry and
the rates of return.

The Macpherson Royal commission on Transportation
(1961) highlighted the provinciar bias which occured as a

result of delegating interprovincial control of highway
transport to the provinces:

...the consequence has been that public assistancetowards_!h9 expansion of the "ounlryrs road. systemhas traditionarr-y been on a provinciar rathei'irr.r,a nationar basis and, inevitabry, has tended toreflect provincial rather than nalional inteieÀts.It t.t.=t _therefore, been within an essentiallyprovincial framework that the moto¡_ transportindustry in Canada has had to develop.2l ----'-r'

A key recommendation of the Cornmission v/as that the federal
g'overnment take back its jurisdictionar contror and play a

major role in the regulation of motor carrier
transportation. The commi-ssion r s report v/as the ma j or
impetus for subsequent federat 1egislation.

rn L967, the federal government passed the National
Transportation Act (NTA) which would effectively coordinate
alr transportation regulatory control under one body, the
canadian Transport commission rcrq.22 All five modes of
transportation woul-d be governed by the nev/ regislation,
including the motor carrier industry. under part rrr of the
NTA the highway transport industry would be included in a

national- transportation strategy. The MVTA wour_d be

llneport. RoyaÌ Commission on
"NationaT Transportation Act,
L97 O, c. N-1-7 .

Transport, Vol.fI, 99.
Revised Statutes of Canada
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rescinded and the federal- government would assume its
responsibility for extraprovincial motor carrier activity.

The NTÀ was passed in 1-967, and. part rrr was proclaj-med

but never irnplemented. The federal government and the
provinces entered into discussions, beginning in rg7l., under

the Federal-provincial- Advisory councir on Motor carrier
Regulation. The discussions were to secure provincial
agreement for the transition of authority. schurtz, in a

cornprehensive study of the federar-provincial negoti_ations

on Part rrr, asserts that the intergovernmental confl_ict
which ensued v¡as due to provinciar perceptions of trucking
regulation as an important policy toor for regional
development.23 rt r¡/as the onry mode of transportation
controlled by the provinces and the negotiations foundered

on the issues of provincial participation on the new federal
board and the amount of authority over inter-provinciar
transport which would be transferred.

All provinces were opposed to part rrr, but it hras

Quebec and ontario which became the major opposition.
Quebec's position hras easiry understood in the context of
the tj-me. The l-960's marked the beginning of the 'euiet
Revolutionrr when the province r¡/as aggressivery assuming

control over its economic affairs. rt was unlikely that the
province would welcome a federal initiative to share, or
perhaps remove, the province's jurisdiction in any sphere

over which it, had held sore authority for so long. At one
23s"hult", 24.
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point in the negotiations, euebec threatened to impose

regulatory barriers against federally l-icenced carriers if
Part IfI were implemented against its objection=.24

As for the ontario governrnent, its position was that of
a consummate province-buirder. The importance of trucking
as a tool of regionar economic development was greater in
ontario given its central geographic position and its strong
manufacturing base. rf part rrr were impremented, it was

estimated that 75 to goz of the industry in ontario would be

under federal control.25 Moreover, significant numbers of
interprovincial carrj-ers derived their revenue from
intraprovinciar business. vlhile the situation was more

pronounced in ontario with its J_arger share of the industry,
alr provinces v/ere opposed to federar intrusion affecting
intraprovincial 

"o**"r"". 
26

The trucking industry had been opposed. to federal
reguratory control- in the t-930's primarily because of the
federar government's involvement with the railways. They

did, however, support the NTA and inclusion of part rrr.
The probJ-em of gaining entry into individuar provinces, as

noted earlier, had convinced most carriers that provincial
self-interest did not equate with the interests of the
industry.

24r¡ia. 
.2sr¡i-a..

2 6canaaå.

65.
23'

The Institutional Framework of the Canadian
V

Canada, May L980., 3.
ctor. Transport
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with the introduction of part rrr, the trucking
industry found itserf in a curious position. For years it
had fought against federal control. The canadian Trucking
Association (crA), the organj-zation which represents the
motor carrier industry, was founded in L937, coinciding with
the first attempt by the federal- government to regulate the
índustry.27 However, when the new legislation was proposed,

the industry saw an opportunity to solve the problems of
interprovincial barriers, and at the same time robby for
incl-usion of its concerns ín part IIf .

Due to its support of the federal proposaÌ, the
industry j-ncurred the wrath of provincial transport boards.
Attempts r¡/ere made to simul-taneously court the industry back

to the side of the provinces, and to threaten crA members

with retal-iation. ontario, with the most to lose under part
rrï, used the latter method. As one industry observer
noted,

$ie are regulated by O.H.T.B. (Ontario
Highway Transport Board) and tirey are
fundamentally against part ffI and someof the boys thought they would bediscrininated against by the Board.
They can put quite a bite on you.
There was fear of bucking the ontãrio
Highway Transport Bpçrrd and that fear
was quite importanE.¿ö

Thus the industry v/as "caught in the vice of
Federarismtt29 .= it sought to promote its interests between

two competing IeveIs of government. The experience with
1Jt"nr.rta", tn*
;;iii3:; i|l.
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Part rrr r¡¡as a major disappointment and the industry Ì¡/as

left with no choice when the legislation was never
irnprernented but to once more ally with the provincial
governments.

Despite the fact that the federal- government had the
constitutionar authority to implement part rrr, it attempted

to negotiate an agreement with the provinces before
occupying the jurisdiction. schurtz concludes that it was

internar confrict involving federal bureaucrats which red to
the abandonment of part Iff.3o However, the
intergovernmentar confl-ict generated during the negotiations
was also a factor. As Nix and clayton note, the federal_

government need only exempt an interprovincial carrier from

the MVTA and that carrier would automatically be regulated
under Part rrr.31 The federar government appeared to have

abandoned its goal of regurating extraprovincial trucking.

Iï. Regulatory Reform?

rn the early 1980,s several circumstances cornbined to
bring the issue of motor carrier reguration to the forefront
once more. As noted in chapter Thro, the Economic council of
canada was undertaking a study into the issue of regutation
in canada, and this incr-uded transportation regulation. The

council concluded that some regulation of the industry Í¡as

desirable to ensure stabirity, but that a unified policy

] lruia. , i-46 .
"Nix and Clayton, i-8.
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approach hlould reduce inefficiencies for interprovincial
carriers. Recommendations were made for the removal of
provinciar regulations in the areas of licencing and rate
regulation, with a specific proposar to place licencing
authority under the purview of the ccMTA.32 one impetus for
the council t s reconmendations r¡ras the deregulation of the
u. s. transportation i-ndustry in l-980. lrthile u. s. carriers
r¡rere becoming more competitive, their Canadian counterparts
v/ere burdened by excessive regutations which varied amongt

the provinces. The Manitoba Task Force Revj-ew of Motor

carrier RegulaLions of 1-992 confirmed that its catalyst v/as

events taking prace in other jurisdictions, most notabry the
U.S., with which Manitoba carriers interact.33

Furthermore in L9B4 then Transport Minister Lroyd

Axworthy was moving to deregurate the canadian airrine
industry. Deregulation of both the railways and motor

carriers would not be far behind. canada was still- in the
recession which began in the late LgTot s and it vras the
Minister's contention that rrTransportation must play a major

rore in the rebui]-ding of the canadian economy and it must

be unfettered by cumbersome regulations.t'34

rt was in this atrnosphere that some cooperation amongr

provinces for uniforrnity h¡as achj-eved. The ccMTA no!ìr

]lneforming Regulation , 22-24.JJManitoba. Recommendations on Motor carrier Regurations.
The Task forc
{qnitoba, September 6t L994.J+Cecil Foster, flPressure for deregulation is growingtt,
Winnirreg Free Press, June 25, LggL, 85.
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included a federal representative, and in L9g2 the canadian

Agreernent on vehicle Regi-stration was signed. The Agreement

permitted a singre l-icense plate for long-haul truckers.
The plate wourd be issued by the province in which the most

mileage was travelled.
rn February 1985, the provinces and the federal

government moved even closer to elininating many of the
internal barriers by signing a Memorandum of understanding

(Mou) which had as its prírnary focus the reform of entry
regulation. The Mou r¡¡as significant because alr provì-nciaJ-

and territorial governments had bargained with a degree of
cooperation previousJ-y unknown in the transportation field.
some key points of the Mou r¡/ere: reversj-ng the burden of
proof in granting an operating authori-ty from the appricant
to the objector; eliminating the requirement of provinciaJ_

board approval for rates and rate changes; exemption of some

comrnodities from economic regulation, and; a streamrj_ned

apprication pro""==.35 As such, the Mou represented a

substantial step towards the elimination of interprovincial
barriers in transportation.

rn Jury l-985 the federal government released its white
Paper on Regulatory Reform in Transportation, entitred
rrFreedom to Moverr, which proposed amending the MVTA to
refl-ect the changes agreed to in the Mou. rn addition, the
government would exercise its authority over interprovincial
3Soavid Rampersand, rrlnterprovincial Trade Barriersrr,
current rssue Paper #99, Legislative Research service, June
l_990 . 24.
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traffic through a revised part rrr, specifically the entry
criterion wourd be changed from a test of rrpublic

convenience and necessityr to a requirement of rrfit, wirling
and abre".36 This was a significant departure from the Mou

and woul-d remove a great deal of the discretionary power of
provincial boards. rn November 19g5, the government

introduced legislation to amend both the MVTA and the NTA.

The IVhite paper, however, r¡ras met with opposition from
the industry and the same provinces which had been

signatories to the Mou. The main objection of the provinces
ü¡as that the proposal did not contain the recognition that
rr...transportation is a key to regional economic activity
and development. "37 Moreover, severar of the provinces
expressed concern with the broad reliance on competition as

a basis of the nev/ poricy and viewed this as a shift away

from protecting user and developmental- interest=.38 vühile

the provinces have supported reguratory reform, they v/ere

cautious about the extent of reform contained in the vühite

Paper.

other industry observers v/ere more forceful_ in their
opposition, calling the white paper a contradiction of the
36canada. Freedom !o,Move: a framework for transportation
lgfgTn. otffi or supply analervi"ããl-rges. 42."' rrvieurs conf lict on Federal proposarr, in speciai Report ofTransportation Business, october l_995. see Lhe cornments ofRichard Hatfield, then premier of New Brunswick, page 2.The same comments T¡rere al-so made by Hugh plancher-AÍberta
(despite the fact that Alberta agréed witrr the overarldirection) Minister of Economic õevelopment on page 1,2 ofthe issue, and John plohman, Manito¡a ¡linister ãt Highways
gnd Transportation on page 1,2.Jörbid., remarks of ¡oñn-plohrnan and Richard Hatfield.
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Mou.39 The ?thite paper and the subsequent legislation went

much further in scope than the proposals contained in the
Mou. The industry had backed the Mou, with the provinces,
but deduced that the nev/ legislation v¡as deregulation under

the guise of regulatory reform. A memo written by A.K.

Macl-aren, Executive Director of the crA, to provincial
member organizations sums up their feerings of betrayal by

the federal government:

I guess the most frustratlng aspect isthat despite industry support inprinciple for fundamental_ iegulatory
reform, we have been manipulated into ásituation where, due to legalistic
subterfuge, ,^wê are surreptitiously
deregulated. au

After years of de racto provincial contror over
extraprovincial regulation, the federar government would now

exercise its jurisdictionar prerogative under part rrr of
the NTA. The reasons for this actj-on appear to have Iittle
to do with industry concerns about interprovincial barriers.
Furthermore the governmentrs poricy represented a departure
from the view of transportation as a public utility to one

of the sector as a derived demand, which can be utilized to
increase the cornpetitiveness of other sectors in the
canadian economy, specifically the shippers who rery on

transportation. rn the u.s., shippers, especially Ìarge

39Remarks of Tugþ Morris, past president, canadian Transport
|gWers Association, in above journalr Þage 10.="rnternal memo from A.K. Maclaren to member organizations,
dated JuLy 22, 1986. This memo was obtained frõn the filesof the Manitoba Trucking Association.
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companies, have been the chief beneficiaries of
deregulation.4l

Moreover, the f ederal government r^ras dedicated to
developing: closer trade ties with the u.s., canad.a's largest
trading partner. The u.s. deregurated in l-980, and. it was

bel-ieved that the federal government feLt ,... we have to
play catch-up to u.s. deregulation.n42 TransportaLion
deregulation in Canada would benefit American motor carriers
because of the concentration of industry in the southern
portions of ontario and euebec. By simpty moving their
operations to several- points just north of the border, ,they

effortlessly gain access to two-thirds of the canadian

market .n43

Despite industry opposition, the new MVTA was passed in
1986. Provincial governments continue to impose regulatory
barriers in the areas of weights and dimensions, sales and

fuer taxes, and labour codes. And progress on a uniform,
nationar safety code has been slow. what has occurred is
that some interprovinciar barriers to trade continue to
hamper the industry, and neh¡ probrems have evorved. A

consequence of eliminating barriers to entry in
extraprovincj-ar trucking has been a dramatic increase of
trucks on the highways. This increase of carriers, combined

with the elimination of rate filing, have pushed rates d.own,

, remarks of John F. Kennedy,
page 8.

aI, L7O.
n Bus
Kingsway Group of Companies,
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jeopardized safety standards and caused thousands of
bankruptcies. This is what has occurred in the united
States since deregulation.

There is evidence to suggest that the u.s. experience
with deregulation has been negative for the ind.ustry and

small outlying communities. rn addition, accident rates in
the u.s. have increased since deregulation. several- trends
have been documented. A large number of nehr entrants into
the market lowered prices to the extent that even efficient
carriers were unable to stay in business. An additional
cost of increasing competition has been that a few large
shippers can nohr dictate the rates of transportation t ot
monopsony control of the trucking market. small shippers,
however, have found themsel-ves paying more for
transportation costs than prior to deregulation.44 A

further consequence of deregulation is that service to smal_l

and rural- communities has dectined, whj_Ie the costs for
those servj-ces has increased. Declining rates have made

these routes even ress profitabre, and carriers are no

Ionger able to cross-subsidize this service.45
Highway safety has been another cost of deregulation.

Again, decJ-ining prices for service result in poorly
maintained vehicles as truckers atternpt to cut their
overhead costs. Lower v/ages in the industry have encouraged

the entry of untrained drivers who work lonqer hours in an

fjo"*p="y, et aI, :-7o.+ecollins, et al-, 40.
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atternpt to make a profit. Unsafe vehicles and untrained,

tired drivers make a deadly combination on the highway.

statistics cul-led in the united states show that accident

rates for nerÄr drivers are 27eo higher than for experienced

drivers. In one year alone, fatigued drivers v/ere

responsible for 47eo of all trucking accidents. And an

i-ncreasing number of inspected vehicles are being deemed

^ ¿.â,unsate.'-

Some of the consequences noted in the U.S. experience

have the potentiaJ- to be even more dramatic in Canada. The

motor carrier industry in Canada has had less time to adjust
to a deregulated environment. There is nov¡ an open border

in transportation between the two countries and American

carriers are highly competj-tive, having been rendered rlean

and meanrr by dereguJ-ation.47 Geographically, it is much

easier for the American firms to penetrate the more

concentrated Canadian market than vice versa, âs the

najority of large, urban centres in Canada are located

within 1-00 kilometres of the U. S. border. This is
especially true in Ontario, where an increased presence of

U.S. carriers since Lg87 has been documented.43

Given the geographic reality, it is also difficult to
perceive any benefits to smalI, rural communities.

Extraprovincial carriers are nor^/ able to access the smaller

markets in any province. The likely scenario will be that

f !o"rnp="y et a1, L7 s .
]jcoltins, et aI, 48.48rbid., h.
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larger carriers drive sma1ler, local carriers out of
business.49 these large carriers would then determine the

quality and price of service to rural areas. As in the U.S.

experience, a vast expanse of the Canadian countryside may

not be served as efficiently or as inexpensively as it once

was.

Final1y, the issue of safety has yet to be addressed

through the MVTA, pending consultation within the CCMTA on a

conmon, national safety test. In a brief to the House of
Commons Standing Committee on Transport, the cTA noted the

current problems with assessing the saf ety f itness of nev.r

entrants. New entrants must pass a test which consists of

filling out a questionnaire requiring ,yes I or ,rrot

responses. Gilles Belanger, President of the CTA stated:

Of the utmost seriousness is the fact
that when a questionnaire is completed
by the applicant, it is rarely, if ever,
subject to verification by-^ the
provincial licensing authoritíes. Þu

Despite these concerns, the National Transportation Act

Review Commission found no evidence that highway accidents

involving motor carriers have increased as a result of

deregulation.5l Hov/ever the Commission has recommended that

49s". comments of AI Harris, General Manager of the Manitoba
Trucking Association in Mary Ann FitzGerald, rrDeregul-ation
g'ears grindtt, V[innipeq Free Press, lrlednesday, April L7,
L991_. L7 .Souinutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing
Committee on Transport, House of Commons, Issue No. 44,
Thursday, April 22, L993. Presentation of Giltes J.
Belanger, President, Canadian Trucking Association, 5.-'Canada, National- Transportation Act Review Comrnission,
Competition in Transportation: Policv and Legislation in
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a uniform safety code be achieved by March 1994. The proper

enforcement of safety standards will be of even more

importance in a deregulated environment, In Saskatchehran,

which has increased its monitoring of vehicles, 4Oeo of
vehicles checked had defects.52

III. Conclusion

The transportation industry r/üas regulated in the l_93Ors

in recognition of its importance as a public utility and as

a tool of economic growth. But the regulation itself became

detrimental to the industry as provinces used regulation to
erect barriers to the flow of traffic across Canada.

Various federal initiatives to assume control of
extraprovincial- motor carrier regulation v/ere unsuccessful-

until 1-986. When the federal government undertook

regulatory reform, key among its objectives v/as grreater

reliance on market forces and competition which woul-d

result in lower costs and a greater range of services to
shippers and the public.S3 This woutd have been achieved

with the implementation of the proposals under the MOU of
1985r âS interprovincial barriers would have been

eliminated.

However, the federal- government went further by

elirninating the test of 'public conveniencer. The Macdonald

Review, VoI. I. Ottawa:
t_993 . 47 .52ruia. . 4s.
53Freedåm to Move, 4.

Minister of Supply and Services,
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Royal Commission in 1985 recommended increased cornpetition

for all- modes of transportation, but specified that
deregulation must be selective with a view to the canadian

market.54 The nev/ NTA, however, mirrors the legislation in
the u. s. suggesting that its intent r¡/as to harmonize

policies with those of the u.s. industry. The government

has changed its focus on the transportation industry. The

view is that transportation is less a public utirity and

more a commercial enterprise.

rnterprovinciar barriers continue to hurt the industry
which must nohr face competition from u.s.. These barriers
harnper the east-west flow of traffic Ín Canada, yet at the
same time, policies such as deregulation and the F.T.A. will
increase the north-south movement. since dereguration in
L987, traffic patterns from east-west to north-south has

increased by as much as 282.55

The reguJ-ation of transportation in Canada appears to
have come fulI circre. Regulation of the industry rìras

undertaken by governrnents in the Depression of the l-93ors to
stabilize the industry and correct the imperfections of the

rnarket. rn the 1-980ts, the federar governmentts response to
uncertain economic tinres was to deregulate. rt is no wonder

that the industry and its employees are concerned that the
government has subjected them rr...again to the days of ilthe

s4Report. Royal Commission on the Economic Union and
Development Prospects for Canada. Votume Two. Ottawa:
Mlnister of Supply and Services, l-985. ZS4.sstbid., 7.
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56q¡ê¡spgrtation Business. Special Report.J.D. Hunter, Canadian Brotherhood of nãitway,
General üIorkers, 6 .

market knows bestr, with
and private avarice.,,56

its likelihood of corporate abuse

Comments of
Transport and
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CIIAPTER FOUR:

CANADA AND GLOBAL CHALLENGES

The previous three chapters have rooked at the
province-building and nation-building imperatives from both
an economic and political standpoint. But, as has been

discussed i-n the cases of agricultural marketing boards and

transportation policy, significant pressures on internal_
barriers to trade have come from outside the country.
rndeed, these pressures have altered the economic framework

within which canada does business, both at home and abroad.
Globarization is the nev/ buzzword of the l-990, s and its
irnplications have the potential to be profound.

The term globalization encompasses the many economic

and political changes which the world has undergrone over the
last several years, and the restructuring which continues at
a rapid pace. Deveropments such as new technorogies which
facilitate the movement of capitar, goods, and services
across nationar borders, the formation of the European

Economic community (EEc) and the rise of the pacific region
as an economic pohrer, and the break-up of the former soviet
union and Eastern Europe, with their transition from
communism to capitalist economies, have all served to shrink
the globaI vilJ-age and to force nation states into croser
interdependence with one another.
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Direct policy initiatives undertaken by the canadian

federal- government, such as the canada/u.s. Free Trade

Agreement and the North American Free Trade Agreement,

privatization, and deregulation have circumscribed the
policy tools avail-able to the government. To a resser
extent, further decision-making authority is curtaired by

membership in multilateral forums such as the GATT.

vthile these grobal chalrenges are not unique to canada

and are, in fact, a reality for every nation in the world,
some anarysts suggest that canadars internar domestic

confricts and the conseguences of province-buirding impede

our ability to respond to the exigencj-es of globalization.
Hugh Thorburn suggests that the provinces have been invorved
in competition with one another in the area of economic

initiatives and the result is that '. . . an effective
canadian concerted economic presence has so far failed to
develop.tt1

During the L98o's, atternpts at constitutionar reform

such as the Meech Lake Accord and the recent Charl-ottetown

Accord, indicate that canadians may be too preoccupied with
internal tensions to prepare to face the external pressures.

rf canada is to respond adequately to the economic and

politicar challenges exerted by a modern global economy,

then economic policy-making should be harmonized.

Fragmented and parochj-al economic policies arising from the

ltt.C. Thorburn, Planning and the Economy (Toronto: James
Lorimer & Co., L984) 23.
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provinces are a 'luxuryt which canada can no longer afford.
rt will be further argued that deregulatÍon and a free
trade, market-oriented strategy are not anshrers to the
current problems. RaLher, a managed trade strategy must be

the focus of canadian policy-making, with leadership
provided by the federal government.

By examining the grobal pressures mounting against
canada, it wilr be argued that, within the confines of the
federal system, solutions to nationar econornic management

are not only necessary but avairable. rndeed, canad.a must

turn its attention to imprementing these solutions if it, is
to remain a viabl-e nation-state.

I. New Economic Imperatives

Neo-conservative economic poì-icies in the J-9g0rs,

epitomized by Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher of Great

Britain and u.s. President Ronald Reagan, focussed on an

agenda of liberalized free trade and a rnarket-oriented
approach in both domestic and international- affairs. Large

corporations capitalized on this nev/ era and invested
abroad. Newly industrialized countries in the pacific
region and the emergence of Japan as a worl_d economic force
have altered traditional- trade patterns and contributed to
the growing rivalry among murt j-national- corporations.
Barriers to trade and investment have fallen in countries
around the world. rn additj-on, nev/ technorogies have been

deveroped (and are developing) which speed the movement of
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capital, goods, and servÍces. rn effect, these developments

have transformed rnurtinationar corporations into
transnational t or supra-national entities.2

Ties to a particular nation become redundant as

transnationals seek only to maximize the returns to
shareholders. Transnationar companies will locate in a

country which offers the most conducive economic environment

(ie. the lowest labour and overhead costs), and invest in
the country where the most profits wirr be realized.
Prof itabirity, not patriotism, guides the ne\^r globa]
corporation.3

The elirnination of barriers to trade and investment and

increasing globar competition have ar-so been the catalyst
for the formation of large trade blocks, of which the EEC.is

a prime example. The integration of the European market has

created a single market of 350 milÌion people4, and the
second largest economy in the worl-d. The pacific region,
including Japan is another exampre. The sheer size of these

blocks alIows them to gain economic advantag'es abroad, while
pursuing protectionist and managed trade policies at home.
2Thomas J. Courchene, rrCanada in the l-990's: Coping with
InternaL and External Econornic Changer, in Canadian
Federarisrn: Meetincr Globar Economic chalrenges?, Douglas M.
Brown and Murray c. Snith, eds. (eueen's University,
Kingston: rnstitute of rntergovernmentar Rerationã, j-99L)
44.3Robert Reich, The Work of Nations (New york: Vintage
þooks, L992) i-30.aMurray G. srnith, rrMuddling Through is Not Enough: A survey
of Globar and Economic challengês,t, in canadian Federalism:
Meeting Global Economic challenges?, Dougras M. erown ana
Murray G. Srnith, eds. (eueen's University, Kingston:
Institute of Intergovernmental_ Relations, Lgg:-i ZOO.
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Moreover, the break up of the former soviet union and

Eastern European countries, as werl as the reunificatj_on of
Germany, wiIl further complicate the international economÍc

picture. Allan Gottrieb has specurated that the European

community courd eventually encompass arl of Europe and

integrate former soviet countries. The result is that the
EC would become the largest poriticar and econornic bl_ock in
the world.5

Atr of these developments have important implications
for the canadian economy. canada has a smalr domestic

market, so trade is crucial to our economic survival.
Approxirnatery 3oz of canada's national income is derived
from trade.6 our exports indicate a continuj-ng reliance on

the trade in unprocessed natural resources, and canadars

manufacturing sector is weak in comparison with other
countries. rn addition canada is dominated by foreig'n-owned

subsidiaries and has the highest foreign investment of any

country in the worrd. The rnajority of this foreign ownership

is u.s. based and, because it is our rargest trading
partner, the canadian economy has become j_nextricably rinked
with the economy of the united states. As American economic

hegemony has sharpry decrined in the face of large trading
blocks, so too is canada t s status as a rniddl-e economic pov/er

threatened. Additionally, the concentration on trad.e

5a11.r, Gottlieb, rrcanad.a in the Globar contextr, in canadian
, 1-63.

canadian Federalism: Meetinq Globar Economic charlencres?,
Dougras M. Brown and Murray G. smith, eds., rntroduction, 3.
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relations with the u.s. has meant that canada's trade links
to countries in the European and East Asian brocks have been

weak. At a tine when it. would be beneficial to expand and

diversify our trade patterns, âDy protectionist policies
undertaken in the European and pacific Rirn markets wirl
effectively push canada into closer integration with the

United States.

This $¡as the prescription offered by the Macdonald

Royal commission on Economic union and Deveropment prospects

in canada, estabrished in 1-gg2.7 The commission identified
the growing degree of protectionism adopted by many

industrialízed nations, including the U. S. The

commissioners concruded that, in right of the instability
and unpredictability of external forces, free trade with the

U.S. v/as imperative to Canadian economic arowth.S The

commission arso recommended retaining canadars trade ties
with other nations through membership in the GATT.

Rather than undertake trade diversification, the

federal- government adopted the report of the Royal

Commission, through the signing of the Canada/U.S. Free

Trade Agreement in 1-988. The FTA was a marked departure in
canadian foreign economic policy, away from muÌtilaterarism
and towards a comprehensive, bilateral agreement. The

agreement v/as deemed a necessary and advantageous soÌution

Tcanada. Report of the Royal- commission on Economic union
and Development Prospects in Canada, Vol. III (Ottawa:
Uinister of Supply and Services I LggS) S7O (Appendix A).8rbid., 4L7.
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for several reasons. First, the recession of 1981-82 v/as

considered to be the resurt of external forces which courd

be rectified by the FTA. Second, it v/as a response to
growing American protectionism and an ever increasing number

of trade disputes between the two countries. Fina1ly, there
rüas growing disenchantment with the ability of the GATT to
resolve the issue of protectionism.9 In trade policy,
canada would be directing its effort towards its largest
trade partner.

The implications of the deal for Canadian political and

economic sovereignty are becoming evident despite the fact
that negotiations are still- being conducted on a number of
unresolved issues such as definitions of rules of origin,
agriculture trade, services, and subsidie=.10 There are,

however, exampres ilrustrating that the FTA has linited the

policy-rnaking ability of both the f ederal- and provincJ-aÌ

governrnents

A case in point is Ontario. The Ontario NDp government

of Premier Bob Rae v/as cornmitted to establishing public

automobile insurance, as currently exists in three other
provinces. Under Sections 2Ol-O, 201-1,, and l-605 of the FTA,

the Ontario gTovernment would have been required to

gMurray G. Smith and Frank Stone, eds. Assessíng the
Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (Halifax: The fnstitute
fqr Research on Publ-ic Policy, L9B7 ) fntroduction, 6.loDoug1as M. Brown, rrThe nvoiving nåfe of the provinces in
Canada-U.S. Trade Relationsrr, States and provinces in the
fnternational Economy, DougJ-as M. Bro$/n and EarI H. Fry,
eds. (University of California, Berkeley: Institute of
Governmental Studies Press I L993) L26.
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compensate private Canadian and American insurance companies

up to ç2 billion for lost business, and the Americans were

intent on pursuing compensation.ll Subsequently, the

Ontario government did not nationalize automobil-e insurance.

C1early, creating a new publÍc enterprise may be politically

desirable, but it is no longer economically feasible,
especially in industries where American firms will claim

substantial- Losses.

The Parliament of Canada recently passed the

legislation necessary to enter into the North American Free

Trade Agreernent. There is some evidence that Canada had no

choice buL to join Mexico and the United States in
negotiations, due to its prior commitment to the FTA.

Despite the problems which a nevr round of negotiations could

entail, such as putting contentious policy issues back on

the table, rr...Canada probably has very little choice but to
negotiate to prevent a bilateral Mexican-American

agreement that might be harmful to its position in the all-
important U. S. market. tt12

llMaude Barlow, rrThe Road Backrr, in Crossinq The Line, Jim
Sinclair, êd. (Vancouver: New Star Books, 7992) 181-. It
should be noted that the Ontario government has never
publicly blamed the F.T.A. for its decision to back down on
public auto insurance. However, in a statement following
the decision, Premier Rae stated, rrlf there vrere litigation,
and we would expect some, and there v/ere other costs in
terms of compensation to the industry, the costs would have
been even higher. . . . rr Transcript of statement provided by
VIVA VOCE VERBATIM, Toronto, Ontario.L2e. Bruce Doern and Brian w. Tom1in, Faith and Fear
(Toronto: Stoddart, Publishing Co. , 1991-) 303.
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If. Provincial Involvement in Trade policy

rn the uncertainty of the nevr worrd economic order,

there is no logical support for a further irnpedirnent to the

federal government's ability to direct external and trade
policy that comes from within. Since the !97Ots, the
provinces have been dernanding a growing participation in
international agreements. This coincides with the
provinces' growing economic intervention and with the shift
in the GATT's focus to the erimination of non-tariff
barriers, many of which originate in the provinces. As the
provinces' economic sphere grew and overlapped with that of
the federar government, so too did the number of areas under

provincial control which could be the subject of
international negotiations and agreements.

The attack on agricultural subsidies in the Uruguay

Round of the GATT, for example, will have a signíficant
irnpact on agricultural marketing boards which are a

provinciar jurisdiction. And the negotiations in the areas

of government procurement, services, and investments wirl
not only involve federal- policy, but provincial policy.
Moreover, there are recent cases of internationat trade
disputes over practices undertaken by provincial
governments. one example is the countervail- imposed by the

u.s. government against canadian softwood lumber, craiming

the i-ndustry hras unf airly subsidized by the provinces.

Another example is the GATT dispute regarding the sale and
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distribution of alcohor through provincial liquor boards.13

vühi1e these disputes have been settred, the potentj-al for
future trade conflicts involving the provinces is strong
given the focus of these confricts on non-tariff barriers.
rronicarly, external forces may remove interprovincial trade

barriers, rather than internal mechanisrns.

The provinces recognize their increasing interpendence

with the global economy and have aggressively sought varying
degrees of representation in canadian foreign economi-c

policy-making. In L982, Alberta requested, but was refused,

its or¡/n representation, apart from the canadian delegation,
at GATT meetings.14 rn fact, most provinces routinely send

representatives to GATT rneetings, íf not as active
participants, ât least as onl-ookers.

loday, rrAl1 levels of provincial governrnents engage in
foreign rel-ations,.rr15 All provincial governments are active
in the promotion of trade, commerce, and tourism, and robby

for protection of their economic interests in foreign
countries. The extent of their activity ranges from ad hoc

official mÍssions to promote trade or to sign contracts,
most notably in the area of sales of hydro-electricity, to
the establj-shment of foreign offices. rn the latter area,

British Co1umbia, Alberta, Ontario and euebec are the most
13Brorn . 1,22.lanttioi. ¡. Feldman and Lily Gardner Feldman, rThe Impact of
Federalísm on the organization of Canadian Foreign policyt,,
in Perspectives on Canadian Federalism, R.D. O11ing and l,t.W.
!üestmacott, eds. (Scarborough: prentice-Hal-1 Canada fnc.,
1_988) 261-.15ruia., 267.
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active provinces, with permanent delegations in a variety of
countries around the worId.16

rnstead of one nationar trade policy, canada appears to
have ten distinct poricies. As Michael Jenkin argues,
rrrndeed, wê present a confused and incoherent picture to
those outside Canada, and frequently to ourselves. rr17 Whi1e

countries around us are becoming highry competitive with one

another, canada remaj-ns highry competitive internarly.
There is real danger that this internal fragmentation courd

be exploited by canada's foreign competitors, and prace the
country at a comparative disadvantage.

IïI. A Case for Managed Trade

The quandary for Canada, therefore, is how to resolve

the internal differences so that canada can present a

coordinated, united front in the face of external pressures.

Furthermore, the pressures which act upon the country are

not only economic, but political as wel1. The more the
powers of the federal_ government are eroded t oy

decentralized to the provinces, the }ess relevance it has.

Globalization has contributed to the decline of east-west

economic linkages, and the political linkages are declining
as wel1. Courchene predicts that the winners of
globalization will be multinationar corporations and the

l-osers will be national governments as decision-rnaking poh/er
16ruía.. 26a-17ui"nuå1 Jenkin, The ChaIlenge of Diversity: Industrial
Po1icy in the Canadian Federation (Ottawa: Minister of
Supp1y and Services, l-983 ) 18 .
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is transferred from governments to the new transnationars.lS
Tf canada is to be more than rr...an archiperago of economies

held together by bribes"19 then immediate action is
required.

Many scholars observing the increasing global

challenges concrude that canada must have a national
industrial and trade policy if it, is to survive.2o Such a

strategy must integrate domestic and externar trade policy
and incl-ude al-I f acets of industrial activity from

production to export. Tdentifying where canadars strengths
and weaknesses lie is a first priority. And this irnplies a

strong leadership role for the federal_ government.

Economic policy-making has long been conducted on an ad

hoc basis, with no attendant articul-ation of a long-term

vision. For example, simeon and Robinson contend that the

focus of industrj-al- policy in the Diefenbaker years was to
reduce regional disparities rather than to initiate economj-c

development based upon diversification or secondary

manufacturing.2l under successive Liberar governments of

the l-960ts and t7Ot s, regional economic planning vras

continued and rationarized under the nev/ Department of
Regional Economic Expansion. However, none of the

initiatives resulted in a coherent nationat plan. Even

lSCourchene, rrCanad.a in the 1990's: Coping with Internal
and External Economic Changetr, 45.
lfuurray c. smith , it:- --- --'
¿uFor examples, see Doern and Tomlin, 3OOr. Brohrn and Murray,
L7¡ Safarian, g6¡ Lazar, xyi Atkinson and Coleman, L93¡ and
fþorburn, 2O3; Leslie, 180-90.
"simeon and Robinson , L69.
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Trudeau's ambitious trade policy of the L97Ots, the ,Thj_rd

option' which would have prornoted trade links with the
Asian-Pacific region, Í/as a non-starter. Some of the
problems identified with past attempts to establish a

natj-onar strategy \¡rere a plethora of agencies, proçtrams and

departments which often worked at cross purposes with one

another, and a lack of provincial input, which generated

conflict and ensured that the process wourd not have

political legitirna c,y.22 Previous industrial policies r^/ere

reactive, inconsistent, and were undertaken without an

attendant national objective.

The Macdonald Commission reported in l-995, and. its
broad mandate included both econornic and poJ-iticar

components. Economically, it was to assess canadars long

term economic potentiar and recommend nationar economic

goals and poli-cies to achieve those goals. As part of its
political mandate, the cornmission also examined and

recommended changes to national institutions so that they

could prornote economic development. vüith respect to an

industrial policy, the Comrnissioners argue that the

circumscription of world free trade is the result of the

manag'ed trade poricies of various countries. specificarry,
the Commission concluded that:

...g'overnments generally lack the capability to
orchestrate, or even formulate, a comprehensive,
detailed, industrial strategy of the kind
advocated by the more ardent interventionists.
Even if a detail-ed strategy vrere possible, it

22;enkin, L6L; see also Simeon and Robinson | 23o.
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v/ou1d not be desirable. The world is just too
complex, and the need for flexibility and
adaptability too great, to justify coq{ining the
private sector in such a strait-jacket.¿J

Therefore, as the private sector is the one which can

enhance competition and productj-vity, the Commission

reconmended an industrial policy for Canada which allows the

private sector to operate with the most freedom, and which

has as its central component an adjustment policy to assist
displaced labour resource".24

In a response to the Commission's Report, Breton

challenged the assumption that free markets are inherently

better placed than governments to increase the welL-being of

a country's citizens. He argues that, while markets which

are rrweII-structured and competitivetr can work in the longer

term, governments can accomplish the same goals when they

are rrwel-l-structured and cornpetitivett.25 As a case in
point, he argues that the practice of equalization payments

allows provinces to compete with one another (have v. have-

not provinces) and thereby to become more producti,r".26

Lesl-ie concurs with this view. He points out that
where government intervention has been used to achieve

market stability, economic productivity over the long term

is enhanced. fn the cases of natural resources,

parti-cularIy, productivity is maintained even in periods of

] ]neport. Vol . II , l-3I .24rbF- 263 -25supptåmentary Statement of A1bert Breton, Report of the
Roval Commission, VoI. III, 522.z'6ñi-ù. sos.
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economic downturn=.27 This is shown clearly in the case of

agricultural marketing boards which have been spared the

fluctuations in the market by government regulation.

FinalIy, Manzer asserts that, in the Canadian situation,
government regulation has provided for the failings of the

market and, in fact, private markets have worked because of
rr. . . generous doses of public regulation. ,,28 It appears

that, despite the Report of the Macdonald Comrnission,

government intervention into the economy is still an area of

signif icant controversy.

A managed domestic trade policy is not anathema in a

worl-d which appears to be opening up to market-pIace forces

and the concept of free enterprise. Most of the worldts

most successful nations use interventionist and

protectionist policies with the aim of increasing the

competitiveness of domestic firms. The experiences of

Japan, France and several of the newly industrialized Asian

countries are instructive. They have used government

intervention to effect structural changes which have made

them highly cornpetitive. Japan has been very effective at

targetting growth industries, offering financial- and

technical assistance, and aggressively locating markets for
their products.29 And in both Japan and France, the

27l,eslie. i-5g2SRonald Manzer, Public Policies and Political Development
in Canada. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l-985.zgFred Lazar, The New Protectioiism: Non-Tariff Barriers
and Their Effects on Canada (Toronto: James Lorimer &
Company, 1981-), zO-L.
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government has been successful in obtaining the involvement

and cooperation of the private sector in planning their
industrial policies. According to Atkinson and coreman, the

industriar policy options employed by Japan, France and some

of the newly industrialized nations are predicated on the

objective of managing change which external- factors bring:
The premise of industrial policy is that such a
process cannot be left to markets alone because
capital, l^abour, and product markets are often
defective. "

IV. An Industrial Po1icv for Canada

A long-term industrial strategy in Canada would

encompass the development of certain sectors, incJ_uding

government subsidies, promotion of research and development

capabilities, and promotion of human resources, or a 1abour

market strategy, including education and training. It
shoul-d also ensure that the necessary infrastructure is in
place to assist industrial development, such as

communications and transportation. Fj-na1ly, the federal
government must take an active role in securinq ne$/ markets

for Canadian goods and services. This implies a proactive

approach as opposed to the ad hoc policy responses of the

past.

It is imperative that the provinces are able to
participate in the ne\^/ national- strategy. Not only wil_1

this ensure regional sensitivity is incorporated and

alleviate the generation of conflict, but the provj-nces have
3oatkitt=on and coleman , 24.
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become spheres of unique and innovative economíc strategies.
Provincial- governments have honed their expertÍse in the
international trading system. British Columbia, for
example, has surpassed federal- government efforts in
securing trade and investment links with pacific rirn
countrie=.31 Furthermore, provincial participation would

assist in achieving what Leslie refers to as rrregional

complementarity!!, wherein deveropment of centraL canada and

peripherar regions wourd be mutually reinforcing.32
Arguably, it would be difficult in the canadian circumstance
to impose an industrial poricy without substantiar
provincial participation.

There is no degree of consensus on how a national
strategy should be irnplemented and a variety of policy means

exists to further a managed trade policy. some observers
favour constitutional- reform, specifically strengthening the
f ederal giovernment t s porÂrer over trade and commerce and

including a commitment to the economic union in the
constitution.33 Recent events, however, would indicate that
constitutional reform woutd be an impossible attainment.

The national debates over the Meech Lake Constitutíonal
Accord and the recent charlottetown Accord v/ere extremely

emotional and divisive. rt is not likery that further
3lstuart curbertson, ttA British col-umbia perspectiver, in

: Mee
Douglas M. Brown and Murray G. Srnith, eds. (eueenrs
university, Kingston: rnstitute of rntergovernmental
S.e1ations, L99L) t-53-4 .

] jr,eslie , 20.--Safar.i-an, 108.

es?,
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attempts will be made to reopen tarks on constitutional
reform of that magnitude in the near future. The problem in
Canada is that there is a I'grab bag" approach to
constitutional change. Once talks are opened, a variety of
competing interests, including those of the provinces,

"rn"rg".34 While there is general agreement that a new

constitution contain support for the concept of a canadian

economic union35, any perception that the federal government

is atternpting to strengthen its economic pov/ers wourd most

1ikeIy not get the support necessary for amendment.

A more logical option would be for the federal
government to utilize the considerabl-e powers it possesses

to implement a managed trade policy. The federal leve1

still wierds a great dear of control over financiar matters,

such as control over taxation, responsibility for the money

supply, and jurisdiction over interprovi-nciaI trade and

conmerce. The federal government has the ability to offer
tax incentives, loans , ot grants to encourage ne\¡/ industries
or research and development initiatives. ft can also play a

significant rore in ensuring that the infrastructure is in
prace to assist canadian firms. one of the onry impediments
3441.r, Cairns, 'rThe Embedd.ed State: State-Society Relations
in Canadarr, State and Society: Canada in Cornparative
Perspective, Keith Banting, Research Coordinator (Toronto:
lpiversity of Toronto Press, L9B6) 67.--For example, the Dobbie-Beaudoin Constitutional Committee
found considerable support during its hearings for the
concept of a strengthened Sec. LZJ- and a statement on the
goal of economic union. Canada. Report of the Special
Joint committee on a Renewed canada. Hon. Gerald Beaudoin,
Senator and Dorothy Dobbie, M.P., Joint Chairmen. February
28, 1,992. 86-8.
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to action may be the lack of poríticar wiIl. As Jenkin

notes:
...the federal government's capability to
implement industrial policy rea11y dãpends õn its
ability both to spend or invest cieatively toj-nfluence the private sector, and to utilize its
existing jurisdiction imaginativeì-y. . . . lr7hat is
needed is a political commitment to a strong
industrial leadership role, and. some coherentpriorities concerning- the objeçlives and content
of a federat industrial policy.rb
Furthermore, while some of the federal pov/ers have been

circumscribed by judicial interpretation, a number of recent
court rulings indicate that the trend may noT¡/ be toward a

more generous interpretation of federal- pohrers. Beginning

with the l-983 cN Transportation decision the supreme court
upheld federal legislation under the general trade and

conmerce pov/er, s . 91'(2) and signalled r. . . a cautious
broadening of the scope of federal economic pov/ers .tr37 And

in the l-989 GeneraL l,Iotors case, the supreme court again

ruled federal regislation val-id under sec. 9L(2). The five
indicia which the court set out as a test of the valid use

of the general pov¡er increased the scope for federal
activity. According to one observer, the decisions
signalled a recognition by the supreme court that the
federal government rr...must have the tools necessary to

]!.renxin, l-ss.
''A.G. Canada v. Canadian National Transportation Ltd.
[]-9831 2 s.c.R. 206. Robert Howse, Economic union, socialJustice, and con=titution.l Reform: Towards a Hiqh but-
Level Prayinq Field (North york: centre for pubricjaw and
Pub1ic Po1icy , L992) 53.
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manage the national economy. ¡¡38 Moreover, the criteria
established could be used in future cases to decide whether

matters solely within provJ-nciaI jurisdiction coul-d be

upheld as rrgeneral trade affecting the whole Dominion.rr39

These court decisions do not represent a major reversal
of judicial review av/ay from a federal barance and toward

federal government authority. However, they do offer the

necessary encouragement that economic management remains

largely the domain of Parliament. Given this, there are

some alternatives to provinciar balkanization and the lack
of concerted government action. Thorburn suggests that il. . .
policy integration itself is clearly an j-dea looking for an

ef fective institutional manifestationrr, and he recommend.s

that the current Senate be replaced with a House of the

Provinces to harmonize competing federal-provincial economic

policies and undertake broad scale indicative p1anning.40

Provincial governments would participate fu11y in the House

and ensure regional sensitivity in policy outcomes. Guiding

the work of this body woul-d be an explicit set of nationar

economic goals. Thorburn believes that the House of the

Provinces, by articulating national goals and harmonization

can remove rr... the inherent bias of the status euo.rr41 The

major weakness in Thorburn's model is that it is a concept

3SRobert G. Richards, rrThe Canadian Constitution and
fnternational Economj-c Relationsrr, Canadian Federal_ism:
Meetinq Gl-obal Economic Challenqes? 62.
" -Hov/se , 56 .

flrnorrúrn, 2rL.4rrbid. , 2L3.
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which vras discussed in const j-tutíonal negotiations in the

late !97o's and dismissed..42 It is unlikely that
constitutíonal change to abolish the senate and create a new

Upper Chamber wilI be forthcoming.

Jenkin suggests a sirnilar model, but envisions a super-

department or agency as opposed to a new constitutional
body. He concurs with Thorburn that there is a need for an

rr... institutional mechanism which can combine a more

regionally tailored set of industrial development programs

with an integrated and coherent approach to national,
industriar development. tt43 The ner¡/ agency wourd replace

and/or combine existing departrnents and woutd be given a

large mandate to devise new methods of implementing an

industrial strategy, integrate regional perspectives, and.

act as a catalyst for new development opportunities. Above

alr, it would have to rr...take a leadership role in frarning

and implernenting industrial policy, both with industry and

the provinces.n44 Jenkin recognizes that an inherent

weakness in his model is that a reorganization of
departments may provoke criticism that it is merely a

wasteful reshuffling. He concedes that estabrishing a nev/

mechanism in itsel-f is
change in attitudes on

the solution, but that a major

part of Canada,s governments is

not

the

42les1ie . 77 -43Jenkin'. 1,7g.a4tuia. , r-Bo.
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ultinately what will determine the success of
endeavout.45

any nehr

There are several key features of the above models

which would ensure the success of a canadian industrial
policy. The first element is the proposition of a

coherently expressed, comprehensive national policy which

addresses the benefits to be derived from harmonÍzing

economic policies. National objectives have been rnissing

from past initiatives, and fragmented, confused policy
options contributed to provincial unilateral action.
Attendant to this is the proposition that any nev/ initiative
must be regionally sensj-tive. As past experience has shown,

regionar alienation is a potent force and easily provoked.

A final element is that a new strategy must be

comprehensive. Not only must it accompli-sh the goals of
assistance to selected industry and expansion of trade
markets, but it should embrace the whole system of
infrastructure in canada, such as transportation and

communications, education and labour market training, etc.
under a national strategy, the rore of transportation as a

public utility facil-itating industrial deveropment would be

affirmed.

The benefit to agricultural- marketing boards wou1d be

to define their rore in national economic development. This

wourd reduce the uncertainty of agricultural producers and.

allow for a coherent, united front in the international
45rbid. , L79.
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arena. It !,rould certainly alleviate the current suspicions

as to whether or not the federal government is representing
provincial and producer interests at the GATT talks.

V. Conclusion

In the changing world politÍcal and economic order, the

external forces which exert pressure on Canada have caused

the country to redefine its priorities and follow a path of
continentalism. The issue of government regulation into the

economy to correct imperfections in the market has been

decided, ât least for the meantime. Writing in l-g94t

Thorburn noted the tendency in other nations to pursue

internal managed trade strategies at the same time that
Canada r,rras considering withdrawal from regulatory
intervention. He stated:

It is clear that this option of diminishing
federal responsibility appears to be somewhat of a
chimera. It is rendered unlikely because it is a
step out of harmony with the movement of modern
governments at the present tirne. It would
constitute an êçt of self-mutilation by the
canadian nation.46

Arguably, the choice of trade policy options which the

government has chosen gives it littl-e control over the

internal policies it may wish to pursue. For example, the

establishment of Crown corporations, considered a potent

policy toolr flây not be feasible under the F.T.A.

46Thorburn, zog-1,0.
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What Canada must do to strengthen its internal trade is
undertake the removal of interprovincial barriers to trade.
glith the announcement by Industry Minister Jean Charest,

this process has begun. Vühat is unclear, however, is an

assurance that the outcome wiIl be harmonization of
government regulations as opposed to deregulation. As the

example of transportation policy illustrates, deregulation

offers the government Iittle room to manage internal trade.

There is perhaps reason to believe that a managed trade

strategy is incompatibl-e with the goals of free trade. As

Leslie notes, in its strictest sense this may be true.47

However, he argues as weII that some degree of protection is
desirable, for example, positive, adjustment-promoting

policies for displ-aced workers and new industri"=.48 In the

coming years it. will be of immeasureable importance for
Canada to not only get its ov/n house in order, but to
present a united front in the formulation of its industrial-

objectives. Should the forces of free trade be impossible

to turn back49, at the very l-east, rrCanada will need some

form of enhanced industrial- policy as a complement to free
trade. rr5o

47l,eslie, 1g4 .48r¡ia.. rB4-4eõ;-ihå t;;;" main
pledged to abrogate
stated that it willSoDo"rn and Tomlin,

federal- political parties,
the F.T.A. and the Liberal
atternpt to negotiate some
300.

the NDP has
party has

revisions.
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CONCLUSION

The constitutional division of powers is an enduring

theme in discussions about Canadian federalism. During the

evolution from a classical model of federalism, whereby

jurisdictional authority is clearty defined, to the process

of executive federalism, with its emphasis upon First
Ministers Conferences, the focus has been on the structures
of the federal system and how they have contributed to, or

contained the competing images found in Canada. The

economic and political diversity which originally existed in
Canada has never been attenuated, and in fact have been

heightened. Centrifugal forces have grown along with
provincial governments which have intervened j-nto many

aspects of their economies regardless of the formal

stipulations ín the constitution.

With respect to interprovincial- barriers to trade, the

constitution is a less than adequate structure to curb their
implementatj-on and to safeguard the Canadian econornic union.

Section 1-21- prohibits the inposition of tariff barriers
only. There is currently no guarantee for the free movement

of goods, services, labour and capital.1 The Courtsr âs

institutions of f ederalism, have al-so been unabl-e to
adjudicate the rol-e of each level- of government in economic
lWhile the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, und.er
Section 6, guarantees mobility rights to all Canadians, it
is subject to laws and practices in force in any province
and has not reduced provincial barriers such as professional
certification.
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affairs. In fact, âs early decisions of the JCPC

illustrate, constitutj-onal decisions served to muddy the

waters. As a consequence, government incursions in a wide

variety of policy fields occur outside the parameters of the

constitutional division of powers. FinalIy, the process of

intergovernmental- relations, with its public emphasis on

cooperation, have merely increased the number of j-ssues

around which conflict can be generated.

Many of the studies commissioned for the Macdonald

Roya1 Commission of l-985 argue that the economic costs of

interprovincial barriers to trade are not excessive and the

problems associated with their use have been overstated.

Simeon and Robinson argue that the focus on these barriers
was a political ruse, employed by the Trudeau government in
l-980 rr. . . to re-establish the authority of the central
government and reorient politics around national issues

identified with the national government.rr2 cI".rfy, the

focus of the federal government in the early l-980,s was to

curtaj-l the centrifugal forces and formulate a federal

response to the economic recession. Vühat is less clear is

vihy the attempt to define national- issues was viewed as an

onerous policy direction. ft is difficult to find any

virtue in a process whereby provincial self-interest is

followed without consideration for the national interest.

Province-building works directly against the concept of

2simeon and Robinson, 333.
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national unity by highlighting the features which divide

Canadians and eroding those which unite.

Interprovincial barriers to trade provide a cogent

example of the failure of governmental institutions to

contain the forces of province-building, but they do not

offer a fuII explanation. As illustrated in the two case

studies presented herein, provincial governments will
implernent their ohrn regulatory initiative in the absence of

a national regulatory program. In both these examples, the

Courts established the role of the federal government in the

extraprovincial trade aspect of agriculture and

transportation, and in both cases the federal government

declined to exercise its authority, opting instead to

delegate its authority back to the provincial governments

through regulatory agencies. The provinces had accumul-ated

the experience and the expertise to operate the regutatory

schemes, if not to articul-ate the national vision.

The actions of the federal government served to

entrench the balkanization of the Canadian market with

respect to supply managed products. fn their role as

referees over allocation of global market shares, national

ag:encies encouraged provincial self-suffici-ency and regional

self-ínterest. Provincial producers composed the national

agencies and v/ere therefore in a position to further
provinciaÌ goaIs. Agricul-tura1 marketing boards play an

important role in protecting producers, and ultimately
consumers, from the unpredictable forces of the market
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place. Unfortunately, the goal of comparative advantage has

been diminished by interprovincial confl-ict. It is unlikely
that supply management boards will withstand either the

effects of the free trade agreement or the pressures from

the GATT. Shou1d the Uruguay Round of tal-ks continue, which

speculation at the recent meeting of the G7 countries

suggests it wiII, there is a very good chance that the U.S.

proposal for tariffication will replace the current Article

XI as Canada is losing its allies in support of supply

manag,ed schemes. Under tariffication, the pov/er of boards

to control imports wil-l- be curtailed. This is a significant
erosion of their functions.

Transportation regulatory policy has suffered the same

fate. once regarded as a public utility with an important

function in the economic growth of the nation, its
importance has been disregarded as it progressed as an

instrument of province-building. ReguJ-ation has always been

regarded as j-nstrumental to the stability of the industry,

but it too was caught in the arena of federal-provincial

conflict. This is well illustrated by the industry's
shifting alliances between the federal and provincial

governments, depending upon which l-evel appeared prepared to

address its concerns. Currently, the índustry, through the

CTA and its provincial counterparts, continues to lobby for
the removal of interprovincj-al barriers, and most 1ike1y

welcomes the federal government's recent initiative.

AdditionalIy, the CTA lobbies for increased implementation
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and enforcement of regulations, most notably in the area of

safety standards.

Vühile littIe empirical evidence is available,

rationalization of the industry under deregulation will
Iikely mean greater concentration in the industry, further
penetration of the Canadian market by American carriers, and

high labour displacernents.

Íf, as is believed, globalization presents a threat to

the contj-nued viability of national- governments, then the

Canadian government is currently placed poorly to defend

itself against obsolescence. The only discernible national

strategy is a business-Ied, free trade, free market economy,

underpinned by the belief that less government is better
qovernment. Moreover, the Conservative governmentts

direction in federal-provincial affairs is to decentralize

more pohrers to the provinciaJ- governments, âs illustrated in
the proposals contained in the Meech Lake Accord and in the

CharLottetown Accord. Federal trade policies such as the

Canada-U.S. trade agreement and the proposed NAFTA will
increasingly transfer decision-naking po$/er from the

government to the private markets. As noted previously,

both the GATT and the F.T.A. limit the ability of Canadian

governments at all- Ievel-s to intervene in the economy.

Canada's internal fragmentation and the conflicts which

arise between the federal and provincial g:overnments have

l-ed some to speculate on the demise of the country. An

equal number, however believe that a federal system offers
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the flexibility and adaptability to overcome what may appear

to be insurmountable obstacles. currentry, these obstacles

are a lack of internal cohesion, including a surge in euebec

nationarism, pressures from globalization and free trade,
and a constj-tutional impasse. Equally numerous are the
prognostications advanced to contain these divisive forces.
rt has been argued that increased decentralization of
federar pov/ers will reduce both internal- and external
tensions and logicaIly, the provinces wil-l never surrender

the pov/er or control which they have achieved. There j-s a
sense that, âs a country, we cannot move backwards.

globalization, the Free Trade Agreement, the
burden of the public debt and the underlying
geoeconomics appear to be driving Canada towardè
greater decentralization in selected areas.
Transferred to the political or constitutional
domain, this suggests that it may make littIe
sense to oppose a potential request from euebecfor a much more decentralized Canada if this is
where these underlyi_ng forces are driving the
country in any event.r

This view is rather short-sighted. A reduced federal- rore
in the redistribution of national resources, the growing

reliance on natural- resources for economic arowth, combined

with the corresponding decline in the secondary

manufacturing sector, and limits on the abilities of
governments to intervene in the economy, will only

exacerbate regional disparities and pit province against
province. rt is unlikely that the larger, resource wealthy
3Thomas J. courchene and John N. McDougal-l, tThe context for
Future constitutionar optionsrr, in options for a New canada,
Ronald L. !{atts and Dougl-as M. Brown, eds. (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press , 1-99J,) 33.
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provinces i,riLl be inclined to share with smaller, have-not
,¿.provinces.* A commitment to the national- economic community

will- be undermined and it is difficult to imagine what

economic or political rationale might remain to continue as

a nation.

Currently in Canada the public's faith has waned as

high unemployment, âD economic recession, and protracted,

divisive constitutional negotiations have occupied the

political arena. High unemployment and a reduced standard

of living have made Canadians more cynical about the extent

to which politicians are dedicated to the public good as

opposed to their ohrn personal gain. The recently rescinded

increase in Senators' living allowance sparked an angry

response from the public and further entrenched the view

that the only function of the Senate is to increase the

financial well-being of its members. Not surprisingly, the

debate on the existence of this body has been renewed with

vigor. However, what this suggests is that there is a need

for governments to stimulate economic renewal rather than

focus on constitution reform.

The federal government has ampJ-e povrers to secure the

Canadian economic union, but what it. requires is the

political wiII.

4nobitl Boadway, The Constitutional Division of Powers: an
Economic Perspective (Ottawa: Minister of Supp1y and
Services, L992) 36.
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